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Introduction

The lgorot inhabit the Cordillera Central, the mountan chain in the
north of the Philippine island of Luzon. They have never formed a
political unity and the term "Igorot" in common use is a collective
term which was introduced by the Spaniards and adopted by the
lowlanders to distinguish the mountain tribes from inhabitants of the
lowland.
Even today this term is used to refer to many different mountain tribes
and their members, of whom there were 700,000 in 1983. The lgorot
are of pre-Mongolian origin and speak their own languages, which
belong to the Austranesie group. Amongst themselves they
communicate in Ilocano, tlle language of the traders in the mountain
region, or in English, which was the standard language taught in
schools under the American government and which still serves as tl1e
lingua franca today.
As farming communities, they live for the most part in villages of up
to 1,000 inhabitants. Their main activity is crop-farming (rice and
sweet potatoes) but they also do some stock-farming
(carabaos,pigs,dogs and hens). Their staple food is rice, which they
cultivate in irrigated terraced fields.
Today approximately two thirds of the population are members of tl1e
Christian faith, but many lgorot, especially tl1e elderly, follow
t~aditional beliefs when practising their religion. Their religion is
founded on animistic, manistic and monotl1eistic ideas and on a belief
in nature. Their customs and rites, which had always been handed
down orally , were analysed sys te matically for the first time in 1905
by American ethnologists and recorded by Belgian miss ionaries of the

Congregation of tl1e Immaculate Conception (CICM). The latter have
been living in Igorot territory since 190711908.
The lgorot's generat state of health is nowadays relatively good.
Malnutrition is rare. The most common ailments are chronic
bronchitis, lung disease and feverish upper respiratory tract infections.
Worm infestation is endemic and is often associated with aernia.
The traditional healing system is gradually being replaced by western
scientific medicine, which is taught at school and practised in the
modern medical clinics run by the Philippine government. On the
other hand, it is not only in remote areas but also in urban regions
that we find a variety of old healing methods which have been used for
generations. The traditional diagnoses are interpreted from dreams and
often reached in a state of trance. The hidden causes of disease can be
rendered visible for everybody by certain metl10ds, e.g. by using a
pendulum and interpreting magic signs. The course of the disease is
determined by inspection of the liver and the gall bladder, the
traditional prognostic method. Treatment is carried out with herbat
medicines and massage or with prayers and offerings to appease hostil e
and disease-spreading ancestors and spiri ts.
This "magic" system of healing has often been beyond the
comprehension of detached observers. The way of thinking of which
such a system is the logical outcome, and the conceptions which
deternune the healers' actions have remained a mystery to them. One
of tl1e aims of this catalogue is to elucidate the theory behind the
treatments used by the lgorot. Although the main emphasis will be
on traditional healing methods, this is not a tru e reflection of the state
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of medicine t~>?ay in lgorot tcrritory. 1t is important to stress that
mod~':11 sc ientliic medicine ex ists and is used alongside of traditional
medicine · Eve11 u1e 1goro t v1·ew t111s
· as a cultural advance. Smce,
.
1
l<~wever, we know eno ugh about these modern methods, this work
Will focus on the lgorot's way of life and traditional healing methods.
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The spread of scient.ific knowleclge to lgorot territory as a result of
education a nd state initiati ve has raised prospec ts of more e ffective
medical treatment. But at the same time it is increasing ly ousting the
scintillating rnixture o f e mpiric is rn and mag ic. T hus more and rnore a
formal universalism is making itself feit which Jeaves no room for a
variety of individual conceptions of meclic ine.

History of medicine in the
Phili ppines

Apart from a few Chinese accounts, there are no written documents
about the way of life and medical knowledge of lhe inhabitants of the
Philippine archipelago in the period prior to the arrival of the
Spaniards in 1521 . Furthermore, no tomb relics have been found to
date which were clearly idemificable as medical instruments. Thus we
have no insight imo medical practices in the Philippines in lhe preSpanish era. But we do have other evidence of their culture such as
household utensils, tools, jewellery and trading products, which give
us some insight into the way of life at lhat time.

Prehistoric times

Neolithic period (2000 B.C. - 500 B.C.)
Trade relalions with Settlements on the South Chinese and Vietnamese
coasts existed as far back as 1000 B.C. and earlier. The monsoon,
which blows from lhe south west from late April to July and from the
north east from Iate September to February, had a favourable influence
on seafaring; it swept lhe sailing-ships to t11e Philippine coasts and
back again. As a result of these trade activities, pottery which was
baked at Iow temperatures and objects made of bronze became
common all over the archipelago. Moreover, the first evidence of urn
burial in lhe Philippines dates back to this period.

1: Stone tools, armleis and ehest ornaments from the St.one Age
(top row: A 294, 285, 284, 285, 278; boliom row A 290, 276
(section I))

Stone Age (4000 B.C.- 500 B.C.)
Attempts have been made to reconstruct the early history of lhe
Philippine archipelago from tomb relics such as stone tools and
jewellery. The oldest excavations are ascribed to the pre-neolithic
period 4000 - 3000 B.C. The neolithic period proper spans the years
2000 - 500 B.C. The tombs in the second layer of the Duyong cave
on the Island of Palawan (2680+/-250 B.C.) and numerous other caves
on different Philippine islands brought countless objects to light such
as flake tools with sophisticated chopping techniques, shell ornaments
and stone blades (A 250 -- 299, plate I)

II

Jade earrings, c;u·nelian and gold jewellery and g lass fragments, the
first of their kind, were placed in the grave of the deceased. Similar
glass objects were found in prehi storic tombs in southern India, on the
Malayan peni nsula, in Java and North Borneo. This gave rise to the
assumption that there were early indirect connections between the
Philippine lslands and those countries and even the Jndian
subcon.tinent ( 113 p. 241). Rings of prec ious metal were introduced
as tradmg currency; they had the shape of a nearly closed 'C' and were
for the rnost part cast in gold or silver. Jt is possible that these rings
were also worn as jewell ery to demonstrate wealth.

lron Age (500 B.C. -- 1000 A.D.)

The beginnings of iron working date back to the 5th and 4th centuries
~ . C. A di stinction is made between an early metal period commencing
111 .500 B_.C. and a late metal period commencing in 200 B.C. Iron
objecl~ hke daggers (A 125, plate 2) were originally status symbols
and not intended for everyday use.

2: ~ag gcr from lhc lron Agc . Jewclry from lhc Neolithic period (Top
row . . A 125, 283, 282; bollom row: A 275, 270 271 - 274 279 .

(scct10n I)) .
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Pre-Spanish era (1000 A.D. -- 1521 A.D.)
Another important period began about 1000 A.D. lt is usually called
the Bau-Malay complex after the ceramic relics. It was above all
characterized by intensive cultural and trading contacts with the
Srivijaya empire in Sumatra and the Majapahit empire in Java. An
abundance of magnificentjewellery found in tombs- beads, preciou s
stones, glass and gold jewellery - indicates the influence on art that
these great ernpires had in tl1e last centuries prior to the arrival of the
Spanish (gold necklaces A 220- 223, gold bracelet A 219, gold ear
studs A 217 - 218, gold barter rings A 215 - 216) . Tomb relics
dating from the pre-Spanish era also include human teeth ornamented
with Jittle gold pins or Iittle gold triangles (A 121 - 123). They are
very simHar to discoveries made in South America and are said to date
from the IIth - 14th centuries (216 pp. 449 - 454). During the
I Spanish era antique glass beads were for a Iong. time made into
elaborate necklaces. They were strung Logether With Spanish gold
omaments normally found in rosaries (A 224 - 228).

Medicine in the Pre-Spanish era
In 1521 Magellan discovered the Philippine Islands, which were
unknown to the western w~rld .until then. He was accompanied by
Pigetta, who wrote about t111S d1scovery and the first voyage around
the world (142). The natives' methods of treating disease as described
by him and as mentioned in other Spanish accounts were for the most
part magic in kind. Pigafetta witnessedanimals being sacrificed to
eure the sick. Typical ollerings were pigs , dogs and hens. However
not only foodstuffs such as rice, meat, fish, bananas and rice win~
were included in the sacrifices but also Chinese porcelain bowls and
beads (6 pp. 4- 5). In the early accounts the healing specia li sts were
referred to as priest<; or meclia who, in a state of trance, established
contact with the next world and who often divined the future and
interpreted omens.
A historiographer of the Legazpi ex pedition, which began in 1565
describes how a priestess in a state of trance was able to predict th~
course ~f a disease. If the news was ~ood, there were great drinking
celebrauons. If, however, the prognos1s was bad, the priestess praised
the sick man's outstanding character and added t11at the anito the
ancestors, had chosen him amongst many ot11ers to become o~e of
them (6 p. 6).
From earliest t~mes ~he natives w?r~ amulets and beads to protect
themse lves agamst dtsease, and ti1IS IS sti ll the custom today (plat.e

23). Herbalisl~, so-called herbolario, had a very wide knowledge. lt is
to the Jesuit monk Georg Joseph Kamel (1667- 1706) that we owe a
Iist of herbs which were known to the Tagalians in the Philippines in
the 16th <md 17th centuries. He described them in his book ·
"Herbarum aliarumque stirpium in insula Luzone Philippinarum
primaria nascentium, a Rev. do Patre Georgio Josepho Camello, S.J.
observatarum & descriptarum Syllabus: ad Joannem Raium
u·ansmissus", which was published in 1704 as an appendix in the third
volume of the Historia Plamarum by John Ray (97).

The Spanish era (1521 - 1898)
From the 16th to the 19th century the Philippines enjoyed better
medical care than other comparable countries in South East Asia.
This was due to the Spanish monks and their missionary zeal.
However, these favourable conditions were restricted to Manila and
other Spanish missionary bases. The first hospitals were built as early
as the 16th and early 17th centuries. The monks, with their kindheartedness, were for the most part left to their own devices; they only
It was the
seldom received support from the government.
missionaries too who became the first qualified doctors and
pharmacists. They founded convalescent areas and wrote the first
medical books on treatment for the diseases rampant in those tropical
regions.
The first hospital in the Philippines was opened by Adelantado D.
Miguel Lopez de Legazpi in Cebu in 1565. This hospital bore a
considerable resemblance to a military intirmary. When the seat of
government moved from Cebu to Manila in 1571 this hospital was
also moved to the capital. But it only catered for wounded soldiers
belanging to the occupation forces and for patients who had become
ill as a result of the long journey from Spain to the Phi li ppines via
Mexico. As early as 1577 the Franciscan Fr. Juan Clemente opened
the first clinical station in the Franciscan convent (plate 3), which
existed alongside the government-run hospital. The following year he
turned it into an independent clinic built of bamboo and nipa. This
hospi tal catered not only for the Spanish occupation forces but also
for poor people of Spanish origin and soldiers' widows. In 1596 they
began to offer medical care to natives (6 pp. 42 - 45). This clinic

3: Franciscun convent in the old low n of Manila. From 1577 on it
housed u clinic.

later developed into two hospitals, the "San Juan de Dios Hospital"
and the "San Lazaro Hospital", which still exist today.
From 1614 on Christians were constantly banished from Japan
because of their religion and were given asylum by Governor General
Juan de Silva in the Philippines. This conlinued until 1632, when the
rulers of this northern archipelago sent a ship with 150 lepers to the
Philippines. The Franciscan friars took pity on them and admitted
t11em to the San Lazarus Hospital (219 p. 104).
A significant event in Philippine medial history was the construction
of a canal and water system in Manila, financed by the generous
donation of the merchant D. Francisco de Carriedo y Peredo (1690 - 1743). Carriedo maintained trading relations between China, the
Philippines and Mexico. At that time the Philippines were an
important re-loading point for goods transported in galleys between
these countries. Chinesesilk was sh ipped to Acapulco in Mexico and
Mexican silver to China. Carriedo made so much money with his
transactions tl1at in his will he left a sum of 10,000 pesos to t.he city
of Manila. There was one proviso, however, namely that the money
should be used to construct a new water supply system for the city. A
few yern·s later, in 1762, war broke out against the British and Iasted
until 1764. The harbour of Manila was besieged and the city
plundered. Thus a sizeable part of the fortune left by Carriedo was
lost.
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4: Thc Carricdo Fountain in Manil a.
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It was not until about 100 years lat.er, in 1867, as a result of
profitable business with Carriedo's asset. s, that Manila had enough
money again to embm·k a second time on the water supply project. In
1868 on January 23, the birthday of the Kingof Spain Alfons XII, the
newly built water supply system was inaugurated. The memory ?f
the generaus benefactor is still kept alive today by the fountam_
outside the waterworks which was donated by the inhabitants of
Manila (plate 4).
Until weil into the 19th century medical care was almost exclusively
in the hands of the monks. Owing to their excellent achievernenL'i,
the Philippines in the 17th century under Spanish rule had a much
higher standard of medical care tlwn other nations. The developrnent
of the health systern in the following 200 years was only minimal in
comparison.
An academic training of doctors was not possible in the Philippines
until about the end of the 19th century. Those who wanted to study
Medicine had to go to Mexico or Europe. It was not until 1871 that
the first medical faculty was opened at t11e SantoTomas University in
Manila, which had been founded in 1611 and was run by Dominicans.
In 1878 a school for midwives was opened. At first professors and
students of medicine took their Iead from French textbooks. From
1874 to 1875 there were only 33 studenL'i enrolled. As the Medical
Faculty was still very young many studenL'i preferred to pursue t11eir
studies in Spain. Others with a knowledge of German went to
Germany to study. The most famous doctor trained in Germany was
Jose Rizal ( 1861 - 1896). He perforrned t11e first eye operation in the
Philippines and later becarne one of the pioneers of the revolution
which freed the Philippines from Spanish colonial rufe. Today Rizal
is worshipped as a national hero by his fellow -countryrnen ( 105; 109).
An irnportant measure taken by the governrnent to support and
develop the rnedical system was the introduction of vaccination
(1806). Under the direction of Dr. Francisco Xavier de Balmis, the
Spaniards introduced it to in the Philippines only a few years after the
smallpox virus had been discovered ( 1796) by Edward Jenner ( 1749 1823). On November 30, 1803, an expedition under his name set sail
from the port of La Coruiia in North-West Spain. lt was Jed by seven
doctors with their assistant.'i. On board were 27 children with t11eir
mothers or nurses. The children were vaccinated in twos on every 8!11
or 9th day, so that they were recently vaccinated when they reached the
Spanish dependencies in Centrat America. De Balmis and his crew
stayed on the South American continent for more than a year before
continuing their journey to the Philippines under the same conditions.
On April 15, 1805, he arrived in Manila on the fri gate "Magellanes".

The very next day the children of the Governor General Don Raphael
M. de Aguilar were vaccinated to set an example to the Philippine
population. And in the next few days about 6,000 people were
vaccinated alone in Manila and the neighbouring province of Cavite
(6p. 71 ). De Balmis returned to Spain afterbis voyage round the world
on September 7, 1806, when he was welcomed by the King, who
praised the success of the expedition (84). Over the years the
vaccination programme was carried out with great consistency. Its
success was remarkable. The death toll from smallpox, which used to
be 40,000 a year, feil to 276 as ear1y as 1915. There has been no case
of smallpox in the Philippines since 1922 (6 p. 71; 179 p. 489).
However, most of the other measures introduced in the sphere of
rnedicine by the Spanish government in t.he Philippines, such as
Public Health Departrnents or other health institutions, were much
Iess effective. The administration was so incompetent and those in
comrnand so irresponsible that the meclical conditions were described
as "scandalous" by the Americans on their arrival in 1898. The
following is a description of the Situation at that time ( 179 p. 489):
The Plague was raging in Manila. Every year 50,000 people died of
cholera, 40,000 of tuberculosis, 10,000 of beriberi. Malaria was
endemic and claimed 25,000 Jivesper year (61). Quinine was sold at
an exorbitant price. Lepers were shunned. The mentally ill were
chained up like dogs under the houses . A bone fracture usually led to
being crippled for life. In addition, typhoid, diphtheria and foot-andmouth disease were rampant. To realize the full extent of the death toll
from these diseases we mu st bear in mind that in 1903 the total
populalion of 01e Philippines was only 7 million (66 vol. II).

The American area (1898 -- 1942)
These intolerable conditions in medical care improved considerably
when the Americans took over government in the Philippines in
1898. In the sarne year they set up a heahh committee at government
Ievel which, in 1901, beca me an established health institution known
under the name of "Board of Health" and later "B ureau of Health". ft
was responsible not only for purely medical measures but also for
health education . Campaigns against "ignorance and Superstition"
were conducted all over the country. Traditional ideas on medicine
were to be ousted by sc ientific knowledge. Altempis were made to
enli ghten

and inform the population at large about causes of disease and their
scientific explanat.ion and about preventive medicine. Scl10ol curricul a
began to include courses on hygiene and lessons on genend ways of
preserving and improving hea lth. Trained consultants were sent into
the provinces to provide medical education (179 p. 489).
The diseases which still claimed many Jives in 1903 and 1904 were
beriberi, bronchitis, influenza, malaria, tuberculosis, nu·e cases of
amoebic dysentery, gastroenteritis, cholera and some cases of
meningitis. Skin diseases and parasite infestation were particularly
common (61). In those days 40,000 people still died every year of
tuberculosis in the Philippines. One sixth of all deaths in Manila were
caused by this disease (186 p. 39). To combat this disease the
"Philippine Anti-Tuberculosis Society" was founded on July 29,
1910 on private initiative and with govemrnent backing.
The Bureau of Health set up a hospi tal for acute cases of tuberculosis
in Baguio City, a town in the Corclillera Central. Cases of chronic
tuberculosis were treated in the hospitals of Manila. Attempts were
made in schools and newspaper articles to infonn 01e public about the
ri sk of infection with tuberculosis bacteria and how they were
transmitted.
As late as during the American period Manila was twice overrun by
01e plague. Heiser relates:
"The plague broke 01rough our surveillance system twice in
Manila, in 1905 and 1912. When it happened for the second time
we were prepared. One morning we received word that cases of the
plague had been detected in several parts of 01e city. lmmediately,
as in the case of a fire alarm, the rat catcher crews staned l11eir
hunt, every inch of their bodies wrapped up to protect thern from
fleas and 01eir hands and necks powdered witl1 naphthalene" (91 p.
92)
In 1906 a leper colony was founded in l-Ialsey-Bay on l11e lsland of
Culion ( 12 degrees Nortl1, 120 degrees East), which belongs to the
Calaminic archipelago between Palawan and Mindoro. ll bccame one
of the Iargest Ieper colonies in the world (94). In Manila, the
Philippine General Hospital was opened on September I, 1910. lts
outpatient departments were open to one and all . Ll1ter the government
built hospitals all over the count.ry which were based on thi s model
(62). In 1935 there were already 157 hospi tals and more th an I ,000
general and paediatric clinics. Yaccinations and inoculations against
01e most common disease were carried out all over 01e cou ntry and a
committee for medical research was founded (1 79 p. 490).
By 1907 the disease mortality rate was reduced by one third andin ehe
following years it continu ed to decline. ln 19 15 the cholera death rate
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had dropped from 50,000 to 820 a year, while that of smallpox fell
from 40,000 to 276. Scientil'ic research project~ on leprosy were
launched and steps taken to lreat il.
Whereas in the cities they had already started building drinking water
and sewage systems in the 1930s, the villages even under American
rule had to make do with contaminated surface water and infected
wells. 70% of lhe populalion were still infested with hook-worms in
1937. The slums of Manila were insufticiently provided with
lavatori es. Even in the dangerous malarial areas instructions about
rnedicine and hygiene with regard to bolh curative and preventive
measures were ignored. The American government in the Philippines,
like health officers in other colonial countries, were forced to
recognize that lhe reaction to lheir measures was one of apalhy and
indillere nce while traditional ideas still prevailed. This prevented any
improvement in health education and also reduced the effectiveness of
lhe Health Service (179 p. 490).
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The period of independence (since 1946)

During the Japanese occupation from January 1942 to February 1945
the Philippine medical system came to a standstilL Even in the early
post-war years there were no real changes or advances in the medical
sector, despite the declaration of independence for the Philippines on
July 4,1946. In 1954, the foundations were laid for a medical system
which today extends to every small village. The Republic Act 1082
provided for the foundation of medical stations in t11e country. In the
following years various four-year plans were approved (1957, 1963,
and 1971) with the aim of speeding up the process and ensuring that
the medical centres were adequately manned. Today there is an
extensive network of Rural Health Units spread all over t11e
Philippines. However, there is still an acute shortage of doctors and
trained personnel, for very few people are prepared to go out into t11e
country to develop the medical centers provided by the government to
t11eir full potential.
In 1975 the "Philippine Heart Center for Asia" was founded in
Manila. ln this outstanding institution t11e entire spectrum of modern
scientific medicine including he;ut Operations is put into practice.

Medical history of the Igorot
The origins of the healing methods among the Igorot are unknown.
But as far back as 1763, in is book "Noticia historico natural"
(Madrid 1763), the Augustinian monk Antonio Mozo wrote about
medical practices among certain tribes who inhabited the "wild and
impenetrable mountains" of t11e Cordillera Central and whom he
would call "Igorot" (Igorrote in Spanish), which meant "rnountain
peoples" in several Malayan languages. According to him, this
general term was applicable to all the primitive Malayan tribes in
nonhern Luzon, who were alike in physical apperance, spoke the same
language (sie!), and had reached the sa me stage of development (25
vol.48 pp. 73, 74).
Mozo's account gives some information about the lgorot's

5: Igorol woman wilh pockmarks on her upp er arm. This photograph
was Laken in 1905. By pennissinn of the J . Küppers Foundation in
the Co logne Rautenstrauch -Joes t-Mu se um: no. 6786
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knowledge of infectious diseases and tJte necessary su·ict quarantine
measures:
when
there
was
a
threat
of
infectious
diseases tJ1e lgorot re-directed their paths through bushes so that
nobody could gain access to them. Furthermore, they made it known
that any intruder would be killed. Jn this way (accord ing to Mozo's
information until 1763) tJ1ey were never stricken with smallpox
(vario la) (25 vol.28 p. 80).
However, these measures did not prevent the big cholera and smallpox
e pi~e mics which later afflicted the country from reach ing Jgorot
terntory. Even today there are still some elderly people who claim to
have had srnallpox (about 1900- 191 0) (plate 5). There were also big
cholera epidernics in the Phi lippines in 1812, 1820, 1882 and 1888 - 1889. However, the epidernic brought in from India in 1820 affected
the inhabitant~ of coasta l areas and of Manila much more tllan the
~ountain tribes. A French doctor relates how "all day long and at
ntght tJ1e s treeL~ were full of cars removing tlle corpses" (72 p. 36).
The most comrnon diseases recorded among the Igorot and Jlocanos in
1903 and 1904 under the American government were above all
bronchitis,
which
was
most
frequent
in
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rare cases of amoebic dysentery, gastroenteritis, some cases ol cereb.~o
spina l meningitis and different types of sk in diseases and parastte
. .
.
b
infestation (61 ).
At the end of Üle last century the lgorot were vtstted several ttrne~ Y
German and Au strian sc i e nLi s L~. whose numerous publicattons
describe the lgorot's traditional knowledge of health and sickness and
their treatments. In this respcct attention mu st be drawn to the works
of Adolf Bastian (1826 ~ 1905) (15), Richard von Drasche (1850- 1923) (74), Fedor Jagor (1816- 1900) (93), Adolf Bernhard Meyer
(born in 1840) (130), the encyclopaedist Hans Meyer (1858- 1929)
( 131 - 134; 169), Alexander Schadenberg ( 1852 - 1896) ( 150 - 154;
169), Otto J. Seileerer (1858 - 1938) (155-156; 169) and Carl
GottfriedSemper(1832-1893)(171-172). Withoutdoubtmostof
Üle Iiterature in German on the Philippines at tlle end of the last
century was published by the Austri an Ferdinand Blumentritt ( 1853.- 1913) (26- 59), who, however, had never been to the Philippines tn
his life. A street in Manila was named after him, although his name
is popularly used to refer to the whole area of the town and not just
tlle street.

Ethnographie survey

Geography and climate
The Igorot tribes inhabit the northern part of Luzon, the largest of the
7,107 Philippine islands. It separates the South China Sea in the
west from the Pacific in the east. The Cordillera Central runs down
the centre of northern Luzon. This mountain range extends between
the 16th and 19th lines of latitude north of the Equator; it stretches
over 320 km from north to south and 58 - 86 km from east to west,
and is the Iargest mountain area in the Philippines. The highest
elevations range from about 900 m in the north to about 2,700 m in
the south. The valleys are deep, the valley basins seldom wide, and
there are numerous rivers flowing through the colossal mountains.
The tropical climate is characterized by two periods: the rainy and the
dry season. The rainy season usually lasts from June to November.
The heaviest rainfalls in the mountains amount to 1,200 mm a day;
the annual average is 4,597 mm (112 p. 38). In strong contrast, the
annual rainfall in Harnburg amounts to a mere 750 mm. Rain falls on
an average of 177 days in the year. Typhoons are fairly common in
this region as the Cordillera Central lies in the path of the tropical
trade winds and monsoons.
Owing to regional climatic differences and man's interference in
nature, the vegetation in the uplands varies greatly. In the south, at an
altitude of more t11an 1,000 m, there are vast, open foresl~ with
Benguet pines. There are also regions which are covered with bamboo
thicket, deciduous forests, coniferous forests, young woods and moss.
Trees grow up to an altitude of 2,200 m. That vast areas today are
only covered by grass is partly due to the destruction of foresL~ by
man in recent years, but al so to the fact that these areas have been
inhabited and used for centuries(I46 pp. 4, 5).

6: Settlement of the Kank anaey lgorot.
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Ethnic groups
lgorot is the collective term for several mountain tribes. In 1983 their
members m1mbered approx . 700,000. From the hi storical and
ethnological point of view they can be divided into seven different
l~nguage groups, so-called "ethno-linguistic" groups (Fig.l ): the
Ifu gao (180,~00), _Bontoc (148,000), Kankanaey (93,000), Kalinga
(106,780), Im?a~oJ or Ibaloi (93,000), Tinguian (44,000) and Jsneg
(19,000~ (sta~Js_tJcs of June 1983) (220). The Jgorot are of PreMongoha~ ongm and speak their own Janguages, which belong to the
Au strones1c group (129). Amongst themselves they communicate in
lloca_no, the _language of the traders in the rnountain regions, or in
Engh~h, wh1ch was the language taught in school s under the
Arnencan govemrnent.
lt wo~ld. g~ beyond the scope of this work to examine the sirnilarities
and dJ SSt mllarities of the various mountain tribes. However attention
~ust be drawn to the works of those autl10rs who have described the
different eth ~ic groups and their cultural peculiarities in great detail.
Whereas dunng the Spanish era only a few accounts were written
about . the mountain tribes of the Cordillera Central, e. g. by F.
A~tohn (3 ; 168), S. de Mas (128), M. Lillo de Garcia (124) and J.
Vtllaverde (2~; 50; 185), the American period of government saw
~ore systemalte research into t11e Igorot and their culture, as revealed
111
a nuJ~ber of publications by ethnologists and rnissionaries. The
etllllologJsts R. F. Barton (7 - 14) and H. 0 . Beyer (22- 23) as weil
as tl.le _missionary F. Lambrecht (C.I.C.M.) (115 - 118) took a
s pec~al mterest in the tribe of the Ifugao, while F.Eggan (76 - 80), A.
~- Jenks (9_5 - 96) and F. M. Keesing (98 - 100) were particularly
mterested m the Bontoc-Igorot. The culture of the Kankanaey,
Apayao and Isneg was investigated by the Belgian rnissionary M.
Vanov~rbergh (C.I.C.M) (188 - 202). A. Claerhoudt (67), and L.
L. Wtlson (209_- 215) studied the Ibaloi. F. C. Cole (69 ~ 71)
presented a detruled study on the customs and rites of the Tinguian.
Recently W. H. Scott ( 157 - 169) in particular published detailed
works on the Bontoc-Igorot and their history and cu lture as a whole.
The mos~ famous works written in German are those by the Cologne
ethnologJst K. Tauchmann ( 180 - 184), who visited and studied the
Kanka~a~y - l~orot again and again, by N. Kohnen (105- 110) and by
H. VeJJmJrovtc (203), who gave an account of the medical system of
the Kankanaey.
More recent studies published by Filipinos who in some cases grew
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up in tlte communities under discuss ion are those. by~
p..
Boteng an (60) and C. Cawed (65) on the Bontoc-IgoJOt, . ~ (l 0 1 Dumia (75) on the Ifu gao, by G. P. Keith and E. B. KeJll
the
011
- 102) on the lbaloi and Kankanaey, by N. Anima (I - 2)
Tinguian and by M. C. Bello (18- 21) on t11e _r<ankanaey.
Bean
Somatological studies on the Igorot were publlshed b~ R. B. ( 06 _
2
(16), J. J. Roginsky 1 R. F. Barton (148) and R. Vtrchow
-207), who wrote an article about the skulls of tl1e lgorot.

Religion
Christianization of the Jgorot started in 1767, when Dominican fria~
from the province of Nu eva Vizcaya went to the Jfugao area an
founded a missionary station in Kiangan (75 p. 38). Although the
friars Juan Villaverde and Julian Malumbres were very successful at
baptizing "heathens", the Ifugao were still along way from absorbing
Christianity into their tl10ughts and actions.
More than two thirds of the Igorot are officially Christian today. But
despite Christianization most Igorot adhere to traditional customs
which have been determined by tlJeir old religion . The mountain tribes
do not have one and the same religion although there are manY
similarities. Stöhr (177 - 178) gives a survey of Jgorot religions,
while Lee ( 119) deals particularly with the interaction of religion and
social structure arnong the rnountain tribes. Barton (14) and
Larnbrecht (115 - 118) describe the religion of the Ifugao and
Vanoverbergh (200, 196- 198) that of tl1e Kankanaey.
The life blood of their traditiona1 religion is tl1e interplay between
human beings, gods and Jocal spirits as weil as the anito, the spirits
of the deceased who have the roJe of rnediators.
The traditional religion of the Jgorot is founded on the belief in natural
powers and on animistic, rnanistic and monotheis tic ideas. They
worship heavenly bodies like the sun and the moon. With the
exception of Orion, in which they see the "seven brothers", these
heavenly bodies are not personified. The lgorot believe in natural
spirits who live in particular places like, for instance, near water, in
trees or in certain parts of tl1e country and who are said to have
supernatural influences on man . The deceased ancestors or anito play a
particularly important roJe in the religion of the Igorot. By
worshipping them the Jiving can assure their weallh and health.

However, this is only possible if due attention is paid to the signs
which the ancestors convey through dreams and omens. The highest
gods guarantee the preservation of the cosmic and social order through
the harmonious balance of the cycle of birth and death. Thus
reproduction and procreation rests in their hands. In the final analysis
they rule over health and sickness, in that they rule over all regulating
and Ievelling forces. The anito, on the other hand, act as medors,
through whom the living exercise intluence over this last regulating
force.

Animistic belief

7: Anccslral figurc on lhc door of thc ricc st.orc room: A 46
(section 3.3)

The Igorot distinguish between local spmts t11at have a favourable
influence and those that have a harmful influence. The pinading
belong to the first category. They live in the tribal seulements and are
regarded as good-natured, useful and helpful. They ward oll tJueatening
diseases and harmful influences. Therefore the Jgorot express t11eir
gratitude to them with libations before and after a meal and meat
offerings at certain ceremonies. They receive their own special
invitations to feasts (184 p. 110).
The harmful spirits take revenge for being ignored or injured by
provoking all kinds of diseases. The amlag, for instance, capture
souls, while others, like t11e pasang, make women infertile. Their
favourite haunts are under rocks, on trees andin river beds, where they
live like human beings. As these creatures are invisible to man , it is
very easy to injure them out of carelessness by tread ing on them,
destroying their houses or killing the animals that work for t11em such
as snakes, spiders and ants ( 184 p. 11 0). They take revenge on the
culprits by making t11em fall ill. But they can be propitiated by ce rtain
sacrifices. The belief is very common in the Philippines Uwtthe onset
of disease is t11e revenge of the local spirits for the destmction of t11eir
homes. The Surigaonons in t11e north-east of Mindanao, for instance,
traditionally ascribe most diseases to the vengeance of these spirits. In
their imagination t11ese supematural creatures are dwarfs.
The Igorot think of these invisible spirits as creatures without an
anus, because, like other spirits, they live on t11e scents and smoke of
sacrifices. Therefore they do not require digestive organs in our sense.
Mythology has it t11at they used to live among monals as visible
beings until someone spied on them in his curiosity for their unu sual
anatomy and openly askecl them questions about it. They took oflence
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at t.his and left human society . Since that time they have visited
human settl ements only in invisibl e form. Fire is a means of
orientation fo r them on their way l10me. For this reason Iire is
indispensable at all propitiatory sacrifice ceremonies in their honour.
A number of milder, harmless diseases are caused by supernatural
beings if they are hurt by man's careless ness. The Igorot dread tl1e
revenge of the anantipakao, the amlag, the ampasit, the lib-libayan,
the pasang and the tumungao. Stomach ache, toothache, headache,
swollen limbs and skin infec tions are t11e punishrnents for their
injuri es. They can be propitiated by srnall offerings. A bundle of rice
straw is set on fire and then an apology is made. The smoke of tlle
rice straw is intended as sustenance for the offended spirit and the light
as a rneans of ori entation on the way home. The amlag are said to be
parti cularl y cruel because they capture the soul with a net when it
leaves tlle sleeping body. This loss of t11e soul cau ses severe ehest
pain . As a means of recovering the soul sacrifices of chicken or pieces
of pork are made to the amlak and ten chopping knives are offered
syrnbolica lly in a prayer ( 183 p. 231 ).

M anistic bel ief

Every Igorot tribe has its own deili es with different names and
characteri stics. But they all have a strong ances try cult. Jt is not
uncomrnon for some members to be able to name tlleir ances tors for
six or seven generations back. Anito are incorporeal beings which we
would describe as the spiri L~ or souls of tlle deceased or as ancestors.
They are endowed witll man's intelligence and abilities.
The spirits of the deceased have the same needs as human beings, who
prov ide tl1ern witll all the necess iti es of life. They express their
di spleas ure like gods and spiril~ in the form of disease, death, poor
harves ts and other calarnities. In dreams and omens they rnake their
reasons known, name the culprits and demand sacrifices (plate 8).
Thus tl1e s piri L~ of the dead are powerful beings who can communicate
with the living and express t11eir needs. As the ances tral spiriL~ can
acti vely intervene in the ac tivities of the Iiving, in tlleir health and
well -being, all economi c and social relations, plans and activities are
deterrnined by these re ligious ti es with the ances tors. Prophets, oracleinterpreters and ot11er speci alis L~ establish contact with the spirits
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8: Sacrific ial feast for th c an ces lors.
of ri ce, ri cc bee r and pigs. Th c fiv c
flank of a slaug htcrcd pig arc mcant
sac rificcd animals and thu s prcsc rvc
animal s.

Thc offcrings are shcav cs
sliccs of swcct potato on thc
to call back t.hc soul s of t.hc
th c fe rtility of lh c dom csl1 c

either by reciting prayers on their own initiative or because they have
been se lected by certain spirits to act as rnediums. lt is their function
to kee p up commun ication between individuals or the commun ity and
the anceslOrs and spirits. These men and women, who most deserve
the litte of "speciali st", pursue their normal occupations in everyday
life, e.g . farming, and do not form independent groups or classes.
lf, however, the word "priest" is used in this work, it is only for want
of a better term. lt simply means a "specialist" in communicating
with ancestors and spirits.

Monistic and polytheistic belief

It has often been emphasized that the lgorot religion is monotheistic.
This is true in so far as there are only a few gods of special
importance amongst the tribes and almost every tribe can name one
god who is highest and who is referred to as god the father, e.g.
Kabunian or as his son Lumawig. Some authors, however, doubt
whether tl1e highest gods occupied a similar monotheistic status in tl1e
Igorot religion before the tirst contacts with Christianity.
Like human society, t11e pantheon of the gods also has a hierarchy. In
the Kankanaey-lgorot religious hierarchy Kabun ian ranks highest,
fo llowed by ot11er deities. Each god has a certain part to play in
preserving and securing the cosmic and earthly order. The gods of t11e
underworld and those of the upper world complernent one another in
fulfilling tl1is task. Thus Massiken, the god of t11e underworld and
rotector of t11e support of the e<u-th, is responsible for stability and
peace in the world while the rote of those inhabiting t11e pantheon of
the upper world is to safeguard fertility and further the development of
man, animals and plants (184 p. 111).

9: Thc jaggcd ro cks o r lh c Kabunian Mountain rcsc mbl c human faccs .
For this rcaso n thcy wcrc assoc iatcd with th c god Kabunian .
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Housing and diet

House-construction and hygiene
The tradilional hou ses of the Igorot are supported by a set of stilts.
The ground-plan is usually square or reetangular and Ollly occasionally
octagollal. The livillg area, which has no windows, can be as high as
1.8 m above the ground, depending Oll the height of the stilts. The
roof is pyramid-shaped alld extellded so far down at the sides that a
large part of the surroundillg area is roofed over (plates 10, 11, 16). In

Ifugao territory cylindrical wooden blocks are auached to the top of the
stilts to prevent rats from getting illtO the Iiving area or the rice storeroom above. The entrance with its swivel door, which call be locked,
is reached by a ladder (A 40), usually tilade of bamboo (plaLe 12).
When the inhabitallts are not there the ladder is placed Oll its side
against the locked door. The walls of the living area collsist of strollg
panels of narra wood (pterocarpus indicus or winged-seed tree). The
tloor is made of think planks.

I 0: A lradilional Soulh Kankanacy hou sc.
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Sku ll troph ics from carli cr ti mes tcstify
succcssfu l hcad hun ts (sec A 40 (scc tion 5.1)).
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I 3: 1-Jearth posts d c picting thc hcarth gods
hogohog (A 50, 5 1 (scction 5 .1 ))

The ceiling of the living area is a layer of plaited bamboo. The area
above it right under the roof is the store-room for rice, which has
wooden, ornately carved doors (A 46, 47; plate 7). Smoke rising from
the fire place can escape through the store-room and out through a
small flap which can also be locked. The roof is supJX>rted by runo
stalks and thatched with cogon grass (irnperata cylindrica L.) which is
plaited and tucked in between the rafters. The ti mher constnJction is
securely notched and does not require nailing (1 82).
Large pieces of household equipernent are kept underneath the house
and under the eaves, e.g. the mortars used for pounding rice and
wooden seats, for this is where friends and guests are entertained.
Only the rich can afford an ornamented "resting bench" (A 44) or even
a prestige bench hagabi. With some tJibes the lauer is a very costly
prestige object and one that can only be acquired by giving a munber
of feasts (plate 11). It is underneath the house too that the inhabitants
go about their crafts: the men do wickerwork or carpentJy, the women
weave and sew (182). The child's cradle (A 38) too is hung up here,
so that there is always some member of the farnily who while
working can keep an eye on the baby - when it is not bcing carried
around in a sling on someone's back or hip. In the midclle of this area
under the house pigs are often shut away at night in crates and hens in
suspended bamboo cages (A 37).
In the traditional houses there are no lavatories or latrines. Evcn today
children from an early age are told to urinale in the yarcl and dcfecate in
the pigs' troughs. This is not done for hygienic reasons but to produce
more pig food. Botengan writes:
"This way of disposing of human excrement has always been the
larget of well-intenüoned moves on the part of the govcrnmcnt.
However, farmers cannot understand why human faeces should be
wasted because they make perfcctly good pigs' food and a good
fertilizerfor plants. Lavatories are pointless for these people.
Although they were built espccially for thern, thcir purpose has not
been explained to them in thcir terms of reference (60 p. 11 9).
The inhabitants of Lraditional houscs eat, cook and sleep in thc li ving
area. The open fire place, suklot, contains a layer of sand and is
surrounded by balks of timber. Firew<x>d is stored to dry on a grid
above the fire place. On either siele of the grid there is a hearth post. In
a rich lfugao house these hearth posts depict the hearth goddesscs
hogohog (A 50, 51) (plate 13).
The lgorot eat with wooden spoons (/\ 12 - 18), frorn w<X>dcn plates
(A 3 - 8) and out of Chinese porce lain dishes (A 300, 30 I, 344 - 346). During the 1ncal they usually sit on the lloor on pieces of
W<X>d or small woodcn benches. Thcy are only allowed to wa lk on the
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14: Prcparation of food at an open fircpl ace
insidc thc housc.

fl(X)r with bare feet (plates 14, 15, 17). In the corners of the room, on
shelves and lcdges, they store food baskets (A 19 - 30), knapsacks (A
33 - 35), household utensils such as ladles (A 9, 10), storage bins (A
22, 27), sa lt containers (A 95, 96) and brooms (A 105), but also
heirloorns like Chinese jars for rice beer (A 105), strings of beads (A
200 - 214) and ornamenl~ of precious meta) (A 71 - 77, A 410 - 442), for instance coins and gold earrings. Clothing for special
fes tiviti es is kept in large rattan baskel<;, acob, (A 840 - 881) (plates
17, 59- 63).
Apart frorn cooking, eating and sleeping most of their activities take
place in the sheltered area underneath the house, where there is plenty
of space and light. The inside of the house serves as a sleeping area for
the parents and small children up to the age of five. The grandparents
usually have their own little hou se, which is more modest. They only
join the res t of the family for meals. Older ch ildren leave the house at
night and are accommodated with other children in single-sex sleeping
quarters, superv ised by an older man or woman. The girls' houses are
used for courting. The boy's house prirnarily serves as a training
ground für able-bodied men (182).
The Jgorot's thoughts and action s are dominated by gods and ancestors;
they see t11eir ex istence as bound up in a natural cycle. And thi s is
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reflected in the way tl1ey construct tl1eir houses. Their house entrances
face east where the life-giving sun rises. The dead take their leave on
the west side through a door specially built for that purpose. The
division of the house into tl1ree sections corresponds to the cosmic
spheres. The bottom part is associated with the underworld, whose
15: Wooden bowls patiw and duyo. The small holcs are for spices
(from left to right A 5, 4, 7, 6 (scction 5.3)).

16: C ullural changes: tradilional housc with
thatchcd roof ncxl to modern corrugatcd iron
hou sc on concrctc posts.
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inhabit;mts Iook like pigs . According to mythology, the earth rests
on a post of the kind supporting the house. The middle part of the
house, which is for living in, is equated with the world itself. The
upper part of the house with its rice store-room is compared to the
realm of the gods who are responsible for fertility and food
productivity.
With the improvement in road conditions and road connections new
building materials reached Igorot territory and they are now
increasingly replac ing the trad itional materials. This rapid
development is partly due to a shortage of raw materials, in so far as
wood and cogon grass have become very rare, but also to the fact that
concrete and corrugated iron have almost become status symbols in
the Cordillera Central. There are undoubtedly not only rational and
practical advantages in using new building materials. Their
introduction has also led to a change in the type of house built, which
now corresponds to that built in the lowlands .
1-Iowever, the modern houses arestill built on stilts in the traditional
way. They have !arge windows and doors, which make the Jiving area
much Iighte r. The walls are made of galvanized sheet meta) or of
corrugated iron like the roof. The cooking area is separate from the
living area. One of the disadvantages of the new houses isthat there is
virtually no isolation of the living area against hot or cold
temperatures outside. Moreover, the noise is unbearable inside when
rain beat~ down on the corrugated iron roof.
Table 1 compares temper<ltures in adjacent traditional and modern
houses which we recorded in 1983 (plate 16). In the traditional
thatched hut the temperatures remained very stable (curve with
triangles). llowever, we must not forget that there wa~ a fire kept
going even at night and as a result there was a great deal of smoke. In
the modern house, on the other hand, the room temperature (curve
with light squares) varied according to the out~ide temperature in the
s hade (curve with black circles) and for the most part the curves ran
p:.tralle l. After sunrise between 6. 15 am and 8 am, the inside
te mperature w:.ts lower th:.tn the outside temperature. Thus the curve
with the black squares (corrugated iron hut in the shade) is below the
c urve with the black circles (outside temperature in the shade) at this
time o f the day. In our opinion this loss of heat was due to the
evaporation on the dew-dampened walls and roof.
Towards noon the inside temperature was e ven higher than the outside
te mpcrature in the shade. Temperatures were recorded which were 8°C
above those in t.he traditional hut. The isolation of the living area in
modern houses against te rnperatures outside was at the very most l - 2°C. This was rnost noticeable in tJ1e afternoon, when the curves for
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I I to each other.
the drop in temperature inside and outside ran paral e oc colder th<tfl
At night the house with the corrugated iron roof w~s 5 .
x:rature
11
the house with the thatched roof. Thus the fluctualton m ten d.tional
1
in the n~odern houses is more than I ooc greater than in the u·a
houses.

Staple foods and the economy
Barton gives an example of the Ifugao's diet over one year. It retlects
the situation about 1920: 42% sweet potatoes, 32% rice, 6.6% meat
and fish, 4 % maize, 15.4 % fruit and vegetables. 84 % of the foods
stem from crop-farming, 4.2 % from stock-farming, 9.4% from
hunting and fishing and only 2.4 % are imported (7 p.398). As rice is
the staple food it is of panunount importance to all farmers in the
mountainous region of northern Luzon. However, the rice harvests
often do not yield enough for a whole year's consumption and so this
shortage has to be compensated by sweet potatoes. In the mountains
meals are monotonous and apart from rice, they contain very little
vegetables and meat only on Special occasions. Of course, they could
enrich their diet by going hunting with the spear or with a pack of
hounds, by setting traps, fishing and collecting shellfish and by
growing and picking vegetables, fruits and spices. But only seldom do
the Igorot go to such trouble. According to Reiterand Tauchmann, the
following foods are available to the lgorot ( 146 p. 25):

Anima] products:
wild boars, carabaos, wild chickens, pigs, chickens, goats, dogs,
freshwater fish, shrimps, mussels, prawns, frogs, snails, python
snakes.
Cereal plants:
rice, maize, millet, taro, yams.

Yegetables:
sweet potato leaves, vm·ious ferns, various types of beans, cabbage,
water cress, rice shoots, bamboo shoots, palm shoots, runo shoots,
water lily roots.
17: The rich still posscss old Chinese porcclain dishcs . Thc main
food is ricc (sec A 301, 310 - 3 12, 344 - 346 (scclion 5.3))

Fruits:
guavas, mangoes, pomegranates, lanzones.
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19: Drying sheaves of rice shortly after the harvcst.

Spices and other foods:
sugar cane, sugar, mustard seeds, cayenne pepper, ginger, salt,
onions, garlic, mushrooms.

18 : Tcrraccd ricc fields .
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In our experience, the range of f()(xiS has changed in the last few years
because wild animals or snakes, for example, are virtually nowhere to
be found. Owing to water pollution and lhe increased use of
insecticides fish or she llfish have almost disappeared from the rivers
and there is hardly anyone who goes to the trouble of picking
mushrooms and ferns nowadays rice is grown in terraced fields which
are irrigated by a complicated system of channels and dikes the whole
year round (plate 18). Most of the irrigable mountain slopes are at an
altitude of 450 m to 1500 111 . They are covered with rice te rraces
whose stone walls and walls of earth are oflen as high as 15 111 . The
result is often very small rice fields. Riceland is privately owned and
is the lgorot's source of wealth. Whereas in the old days field workers
were rewarded for their services with a part of the harvest, they are
given money more and more nowadays. They are paid by the day.
Often the employer also provides a meal. Most of the work in wet-rice
fields is done by women. They do the planting, weeding and
harvesting. The men repair the terraces, prepare the fields for
transplanting and carry the sheaves of rice up to the store room at
harvest time. The land is usunlly tilled with a spade. Carabaos and
ploughs can only be used in !arge fields and on slopes that are not too
steep.

In lgorot tenitory rice is planted in January and h:uvested in June/July.
lt is famous for its good quality. The lgorot speak particularly highly
of the size of its grains and its taste, which is much better than that of
the rice cultivated in the lowlands. Apart from the rice for daily
consumption there are special sorts for use in rituals and sticky rice is
used to make sweets and rice beer (218 p. 3 ).
The lgorot do not do stock-farming so that they can widen their range ·
of foods but so that they possess animals which can be slaughtered for
sacrifice at ritual ceremonies and feasts, when relatives and close
friends also partake of the offerings. Poor people keep pigs, chickens,
ducks or dogs. Dogs are used both for hunting and as sacrifices.
C hickens can be captured again with chicken traps (A 41 ). Only the
wealthy possess carabaos, which they slaughter at important feasts.
Sacrifices are often demanded by ancestors who express tl1eir wishes
throu gh dreams anomens or by spreading disease. Thus the diagnostic
expert freq uently discovers that a disease has been inflicted

20 : A herd sma n with thc carabao s
villagc.

on someone by annoyed ancestors. This is thei r way of pointing out
tl1at they have received too few afferings from tl10se still alive.
Fish, in so far as tl1ere are any lefl, are caught in the rivers and indeed
still to a !arge extent in the rice terraces. Women and children bury
small weir baskets (A 81 - 83) in tl1e mud to catch the sma ll mud
fish.
Camote or sweet potatoes are planted and cultivat.e d by women in
fields which have been cleared by fire. The men help in clearing and
preparing tlle fields. These fields are in many cases not privately
owned. Everyone has the right to use the land which he himself has
cleared as long as he cultivates it. Jf it lies fallow it is returned to the
community. Sweet potatoes are regarded as inferior to rice and are the
staple food of the poor.
Maize too is grownin these fields whereas vegetables are grown in
small gardens around tJ1e houses or in the vicinity of the rice fie lds.
Sugar cane is planted only in small quantities and is used for local
sugar production.

or thc
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Children Iove sugar cane, which they chew as sweets. Fruit
trees, coffee trees and shrubs are not the property of those
who own the land th ey are on but of those who planted
thern (218 p. 4). Tobacco plants grow around the hou se
and are cultivated in srna ll fields where the conditions are
favourable . The lgorot grow tobacco alrnost exclusively for
their own use.
When wornen are no t working in the field s they orten
spend their time weaving clothes. Men from poor f;unilies
often work for a long time in saw rnills, mines or road
construction. Load-carrying
also provides a source of

2. 1: A cadrabao pushcs
,. r canc
..
' · thc ·sug<~
press. Shcaves of sugar cane
arc storc undcrncath lhc storchousc.
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Life cycle

Pregnancy and childbirth

Conception

The Kankanaey-Igorot see conception as the result of sexual union
combined with divine aid, which is founded on the Observation that
säual intercourse does not always Iead to conception. The man's
sperm is equated with a flood. The ideas about conceplion stem from
fi shing experience. The sperm is supposed to be caught in the uterus
like the fish in the weir basket. However, the gods can influence this
process in that they are able to reduce the tlow of sperm or diminish
it~ effect; they can "suffocate" or "crush" it. lf fertilization fails, the
gods are blamed, for they can make the sperm go solid. A successful
conception is indicated in dreams accompanied by orgasm ( 184 p. 92).

generally recommended to avoid eating sweet things during pr~g nancy .
The Bontoc-lgorot, oll the other hand, observe taboos on certam toods
for a whole week after the birth. For instance, they are not allowed to
eat any fresh fish, fruit or vegetables. We could not find any evidence
any more of the pre-natal maritat customs desc r:ibed by the
Augustillian monk Angel Perez as late as 1902. For rnstance, me.n
were not allowed to cut their hair du ring t11eir wife's pregnancy. Tlus
was a way of warding off evil spirits ( 141 ).
22: While the parcnts arc working in thc ficlds the childrcn arc
looked after by the old pcople. Pipe-smoking is still a popular
pastime with old womcn .

Pregnancy

We ourselves have witnessed alld described pregllallcy customs amollg
the Kankanaey-lgorot (I 06; II 0). This illformation, which is based Oll
our experience with one Igorot tribe, canllot really be applied to other
groups. Amongst the southern Kankanaey , there are no Ionger any
special taboos du ring pregnancy or confinement, although women are
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lf the woman wears a chain made of a snake's vertebrae (A 21 3) around
her head, it is thou ght that the pregnancy will be Free of complications. These kind of chains are worn in the fi elds as protection against
lightning. The Kankanaey never laugh at the deformities of others
because they think it would Iead to the same kind of deformities in
their own child. A prediction about the sex of the unborn child is
made on the strength of the First foetal move me nl~. If they are feit on
the left side first, it will be a girl, and if feit on the right side, it will
be a boy. As far back as Hippocrates (460- 375 B.C.) (Aph.5 p. 550
Littre) and in the Chinese document " Ping-yüan-hon-lun" of 610
1\.D. (92 p. 41) mention is rnade of similar signs, although they are
interprcted in the reverse way.

Birth

The date of birth is calculated in lunar months. When a woman mjsse
her menstrual period For the First time, she reg isters the shape of the
moon and adds nine lunar months plus seven days. Thus the duration
of ~regn a n cy is 273 to 280 days, depending on when the woman First
n.ot1ces the absence of her period. The pregnant woman works in the
f1 elds and carries heavy Ioads until shortly beFore giving birth,
a lt~ou g h in the last two months of pregnancy the Ioads are less heavy.
1t 1s not uncommon For the contrac tions to start unexpectedly when
she is out in the fields, and many babies areeilher born there or on the
way home.
As soon as the contractions become regular, a bed is prepared For the
wornan on a cogon mat on the floor of the hou se. The Kankanaey do
not have their own birth huts as other groups do. The parturient
wornan lies down on the fl oor and find s something to push against
with her feet, which , in fact, is regarded as one oF the First
advantageous positions in childbirth ( 173 pp. 29, 30). Most Igorot
women give birth maintaining a vertical body posture, either
squatting, sitting, kneeling, or standing. A delivery very rarely takes
place in bed. The most popular posture is squ atting while holding on
to a window ledge. The woman will choose the position which is
most comfortable For her, althou gh frequ ent spontaneous changes of
position are common. This was the normal procedure in earlier times
too and also with various other groups (107 ; 114).
Present at the birth are the busband and an older woman with
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23 : Oldcr children also Iook artcr thcir brothcrs and sistcrs. Thc
small child is wcaring a lilll c nccklace as prolcction .

experience in childbirth, usually a relative or a neighbour. ln only one
out of three cases does a trained traditional midwife assist at the
delivery. There is close physical contact between the parturient
woman and those around her. They give her moral support, encourage
her to press hard and massageher arms and abdomen du ring the pauses
between the con tractions. The busband helps his wife by allowing her
to sit upright on his thighs, which he keeps wide apart, while holding
her with hi s upper arms between breast and fundu s uteri. Thus he
gives her support in this or another position while she is press ing

24: Thc parturicnt woman s its on her hu sband's thighs during thc
contractions. Relatives stand by her sidc a nd g ivc her moral
s upport.

(plate 24). This assistance of a familiar person may be the precursor
of the first obstetric aids, i.e. brick layers (217 p. 390) and wooden
obstetric chairs.
Protracted births or abnormal positions of the baby are auributed to
the int1uence of certai n spirits, ca lled "retarders". This siLUation ca n be
obviated by a mansip-ok rite (Bontoc: insupok, 60 p. 102). For this
rite a slaughtered animal, usually a hen, is offered to the protective
spirit maxi! in the hope that his support will ease the birth. The spirit
pumaing is also held responsible for difticult deliveries. Wh ile ca lling
his name they make an offering to hirn so as to distract his altention
from the parturient woman. In tJ1e case of difficull deliveries the lgorot
believe that a group of evil spirits block tlte birth canal and that this
will Iead to tJ1e parturient woman losing her soul. The obstruction of
tJ1e birtl1 canal is imagined as being tJ1e erection of a dam. This idea
takes us back to the analogy between t1owing water and a successful
birtJ1. In the case of a complicated delivery, the northcrn Kankanaey
summon the relatives, for it is thought tJ1at the child will want to
have all its relatives around him when it is born.
On birtl1 the i11fant slides into the hands of a birth-attendal1t and is
tl1en washed. The lgorot still fear above all complications with the
expulsio11 of tJ1e afterbirtlt. They believe tltat tJ1e afterbirth tends to
stay in the womb and then move up to the breast. For this reason the
parturient woman, her husband and tJ10se around her show 110 sig11s of
relaxi11g after tl1e birth of the infant but start massaging the woman's
abdominal walls from tlte sides to speed up the expulsion of the
placenta. The Igorot imagine tJ1e afterbirtlt to be a shaw l in which the
infant is carried by tJ1e gods until its birth. Should the ex pulsion be
delayed, they give the umbilical cord a slight pull or take the d.rastic
measure of separating tlte placent manually. In difficult cases another
ma11sip-ok rite is performed. Not untilthe placenta is ex pelled is the
umbilical cord severed with a bamboo knife, langk hit (A 197, 198).
When the contractio11s start this knife is carved by a mcmber of the
family with the "best and cleanes! bolo (machet). lt is beli eved tlt at
tl1e use of a k11ife with an iron blade or any other sharp instrument
with a blade to sever tlte umbilical cord will turn thc child into an
argumentative good-for-notJ1ing who draws a knife at the slightest
opportunity (60 p. 103).
Whereas in earlier times the umbilical cordwas severed by being torn
off and 110 ligature was applied to the ends of the cord, wday su-ips of
material or tern fibres a.re applied. As early as 1864 Mall<ll described
this custom of tearing the umbilical cord off which is found amongst
primitive peoples in tl1e Philippines. He presumed thal Learing the
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sk in and bl<x>d vessels stopped the bleeding beller than the application
of a IigaLu re ( 127 vol.ll, p. 49).

The burial of the placenta

In ancient Iiterature no reference can be found to the treatment of the
afterbirth and the umbilical cord, puseg,arnong the Igorot. Even
today it is cornmon practice for the Igorot to bury the placenta and
carefully preserve the umbilical cord. While the relatives and
onlookers crowd around the new-born baby the father buries the
placenta as quickly and inconspicuously as possib le. He is usually
ass isted by one of the oldest inhabitants of the village, who being
farniliar with the traditional rites gives advice and ensures that the
burial of the placenta is carried out correctly. The most suitable burial
site is next to the front corner posts of the hutoutside the Iiving area
covered by the roof. The pos L~ pointing south are chosen so that the
placenta will be exposed to the life-giving sun, which will strengthen
the new-born child. Rain-water is supposed to drip from the roof on to
the burial site. They think that in this way the child will becorne
agil e, industriou s and active Iike water. Rain-water is supposed to cool
and nourish the placenta.
The father digs a hole of approx . 30 cm in depth. He quickly puts in
the placenta and the bamboo knife, covers the hole with earth and
starnps on it (plate 25) so that nobody will be able to recognize the
place of burial. Burying the placenta too deep is said to delay the
baby's Leething and not burying it deep enough is said to aceeierate it
unnecessarily. Anyone who gains possession of the afterbirth is able
to exercise power over the new-born baby by casting a wicked spell on
it. For thi s reason the burial site mu st be kept a secret. Re-animation
of the placenta by means of a wicked spell debilitates the person it is
connected with and similarly the death of the placenta must be ensured
in order that the child can Iead a healthy and energetic life. For this
reason the burial of the placenta is of utmost importance to the Igorot.
Here again we see the old tendency of the human intellect to explain
everything in terms of opposites: the placenta, which is looked upon
as the child's double, hasto die and be buried so that t11e child can live.
Failure to observe the burial rules Ieads to imbecility in t11e child.
Should animal s on the Ioose,e.g. dogs or pigs, nose out the placenta
and eat it, thi s ca n not only debilitate the child but even cause his
death.
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25 : Burying thc placcnta and thc bamboo knil'c wh ich was uscd
to cut thc umbilical cord.

Protection of mother and child

26: During a woman's conrinemcnt, ngilin, a bluck stick outside
the front door indicalcs !hat lhcrc is a ncw-born baby in lhc
housc .

Infanticide is no Ionger practised among the Kankanaey. However,
Lillo de Garcia in 1877 (124; 26) and Meyer in 1883 (133) wrote
about infanticide committed against twins. Later on lhis practice was
modificd in that the second-born twin was not killed but handed over
to a relative. If the mother died during the two year breas t- feed ing
period, the child was buried alive with her (153). One molher told us
timt an infanticide has occurred in her village as late as 111e 1940's.
After the birth of a child the northern Kankanaey place a sign in front
of the house to ward off disease-bringing spirils. This is usually a onemeter-long stick of old black pinewood (plate 26), which can only be
found buried in the ground in t11e mountains. The pinewood is said to
come from very old, strong trees which have been buried as a result of
earthquakes and floods and which still have great powers of resistance.
The Bontoc-Igorot, on tl1e other band, mark the entrance of a house
with new born babies with two big sticks, karutsakid, which meet
above the door. They are supposed to indicate that the family now has
to observe certain taboos and rituals during the first week of
confinement (until the remainder of the umbilical cord drops oft) which is the ngilin period. Since, however, not even all natives are
familiar with this custom t11ey often get one of the older members of
the family to sit in front of the hou se and inform strangers. They
think tl1at strangers could bring disas ter and are convinced that disasler
can strike them outside t11e hou se and in foreign parts. Babies are
particularly susceptible to such a disas ter. Tl can even cause their
death. Asked about the cause of a disease the insup-ok , 1he diagnostic
specialist, will often say: " .. you contracted this disease at l11e place
you went to recently or on l11e way there." (60 p. 106). ln lhe case of
the Bontoc-Igorot, t11e isolation of new- born babies from lhe oulside
world during the first days of life is ensured by the lraditional re ligious
system, which may largely have been a reaction lo observing such
cases of disease. From a modern medica l and hygienic point of view,
these isolation practices are equally juslified.
The house is also protected against attacks and undes irable visitors by
other signs such as pudung. These are reeds wilh their leaves tied in a
knot. Barton calls tl1is an "ethical lock", because it is useful in man y
Situations where something is to be forbidden or " locked up" . Thus
pudung can prevent someone from walking over a new field dike or
entering a house when its inhabilants are not there (14). Whenever
mother, father and child go off to visit relatives in a different village, a
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black cross is painted in lhe child's forehead to protect him from evil
spirits. Older children often wear amulets, bracelets and necklaces as
proteelive signs (plate 23). The northern Kankanaey name newborn
babies after the first person who comes to see the baby who is of the
same sex.

First meal

lmmediately after delivery and after she has been washed lhe molher is
offered her first meal, an abusang. This is pork which has been
smoked for two to lhree monlhs and cooked and prepared during lhe
delivery. In earlier times abu sang was lhe offering sanga which was
presented to the abuy, the spirits which cause stomach pains. Today
abusang is allegedly used to stimulate milk production in lhe woman's
breasts. After lhis meal lhe baby is nursed for the first time. A
Kankanaey mother does not eat anylhing du ring the next lhree days. If
she has no milk, it is strictly forbidden to ask a wet-nurse to breastfeed the infant, as this could cause his death, according to lhe
Kankanaey-lgorot. In such cases the infant is reared on sweet potatoes,
rice, satt and sugar.
As soon as lhe baby is born lhe ngilin period begins for all members
of the Bontoc-lgorot household. It lasts about a week, until the
remainder of the umbilical cord drops off. During lhis time certain
foods are forbidden . For instance, the family are not allowed to eat
fresh fish, fruit or vegetables. Meat may only be eaten as itab,i.e.
salted and dried. The family closely abide by these rules so that
nothing will destroy their happiness. During this week lhey are not
allowed to go out into the fields or to another village. This also
applies to the intsawat, the midwife, if only on the day of birth (60
pp. 105 -- 109).

First bath

A young soulhern Kankanaey molher takes her ftrSt balh two days
after the birlh of a girl and three days after the birth of a boy. She goes
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to a spring where the water comes from a rugged precipice without
any vegetation. The father chooses this spring before or immediately
after the delivery. The molher is even expected to go a long way along
dangerous paths in order to prevent the risk of being smitten by
disease-bringing spiriL<>. While she is having her batl1 she is protected
by two pudung which keep away evil spirits. The proteelive signs are
erected on eilher side of her. Theseare supposed to ward olf lhe dreaded
pil-piling, which are evil, disease-carrying spirits. They are attracted
by the woman's lochia or blood and attack the mother or child. The
Bontoc-Igorot mother only washes her face, arms and legs. Then she
takes some spring water home with her in a coconut shell to wash her
child. This balh is supposed to strenglhen the baby and make it more
resistant to disease (60 p. 106).

The umbilical cord

Breast milk, which is said to have healing powers, is regularily poured
o_n the navel of the newborn child so that it dries up quickly. Only
nch Bontoc-Jgorot can afford to slaughter a chicken every day until the
umbilical cord, the puseg, drops off. It is, however, common practice
among all members of the commmunity to celebrate the "day on
which the remainder of the umbilical cordfalls oft", the pamutting, by
slaughtering a chicken. The dried up umbilical cord is kept eilher in a
small vessel or in the bamboo ladder leading into the hause (plate 12)
or it is also buried so that nobody can gain possession of it and
perhaps cast a wicked spell on the child. If the infant is a boy, the
umbilical cord is buried near the placenta; if it is a girl, it is buried
away from the afterbirth but not too far from the hause. First it is
PUt in the family bamboo or wooden ehest, faor, which is always
Iocked, or in a small earthen vessel and then it is buried near the
house. It can also be buried near the hearth so that the child does not
forget his parents too quickly and leave them (Bontoc and southern
Kankanaey). Other tribes place it in the upper end of the bamboo
ladder, which is situated at the entrance of the hause and which they
then seal carefully (northern Kankanaey). The Bontoc-Igorot believe
lhe deeper the umbilical cord is buried, the Ionger the period will be
until the woman becomes pregnant again.
After the remainder of the umbilical cord has dropped off, the BontocIgorot huteher a chicken to announce the end of the taboo on certain
foods and of all ot11er precautionary measures observed by the family.
Now t11e mother is allowed to Ieave the house again. However, before
~he is allowed to accept invitations to meals in other peopl~'s houses,
a ~urther ritual has to be observed, the tsumaktsakaran. Dtsregard of
tht~ Obligation would have disastrous consequences for mother and
~ht~d. Rich Igorots slaughter a pig. Neighbours and relatives are
tnvtted to the hause. This is the first time they are allowed to see the
baby. With t11is offering, the manmanok, the hause is opened t? all
those who do not live there. At the same time, the two wooden sucks,
~arutsakid, at the front of the house are removed. However, only
a?ults are allowed to come and go in the house of the worna~ who has
~tven birth. Children are only allowed in when accor~panted by an
du!t. They are not allowed to drop or break anythmg and even
sneezing is forbidden as it could have disastraus consequences. Should
there be any mishaps the family have to slaughter a pig for t1Jeir own
Protection.
'

27: Small children are Laken lo the ficlds wrappcd in a s ling .

The insupok is then asked to say prayers which avert t11e disaster (60
pp. 107 -- 109).

Circumcision

Circumcision is very cornmon in t11e centrat region araund Bontoc
(Mountain Province). Botengan describes this cust?m (60 pp. 126 - 128) and says that the Bontoc-lgorot expect boys m l11etr puberty to
be circumcised, nasegyatan. Any adult who is not circumcised is
branded Jogyyup (long penis). Therefore boys have themselves
circumcised as early as possible. Even six-year-old boys are
encouraged by their parents to tllink about being circumcised. Here
the pressure exerted by the commut~it~ plays a very im porta~t rol~ .. 1t
is not uncommon to see a group ot stx to ten-year-olds se ttmg otf to
an old man's hou se to be circumcised. As recently as the seventies
every man in the village of Tocucan claimed 1.0 have been circumcised.
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28: Lou s ing is principally a form of carcss.

Circumcision is performed by old men with a great deal of experience.
They have rnade a name for themselves by carrying out the
"Operati on" without complications by cutting and pulling back the
foreskin . After this manipulation the penis is neither swollen nor
infected. Nor is a "second operation" necessary. Payment for the
circumcision is in the form of dried beans or a few tobacco leaves if
the old man smokes.
After the "Operation" the old man is not allowed to drink any alcohol,
otherwise, according to common belief, all his patients would suffer
from swollen genitals. The only instrument that the old man uses is a
small sharp knife, which he carries with him wrapped in a cotton
cloth ( in L~ a rney). Before use it is heated above a flame. He inserts
the slender knife into the tip of the penis and slides it under the
foreskin of the penis, which is held upright. His left band keeps the
knife in place and with a piece of wood in his right hand he gentJy
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taps the skin above the blade thu s slitting it. He then rolls back the
foreskin as far as it will go and applies a bandage, umok, the purpose
of which is not only to stop tJ1e bleeding but also to aceeierate the
healing process.
The umok is a dressing made of tender Ieaves which have been chewed
or pounded. It is then applied to the open wound. After the
"Operation" the boy is sent horne with instmctions not to wet the
dressing. The umok, to which healing powers are attributed, has such
a powerful effect because, according to mythology, it was introduced
by a snake with two brothers as witnesses. It is assumed that these
two brotJJers handed down the sec ret of the healing powers of the
umok. In this way it became known as a general remedy for cuts and
other injuries (60 p. 127). According to Bontoc-lgorot mythology,
innumerable prayers and remedies have been handed down by these two
brotJ1ers, who were medical experts.

Maniage
The ceremony of marriage does not only join the young couple but
also the bride and the bridegroom's families. Among the BontocIgorot the ritual whereby the two families exchange food is a major
aspect of marriage. Its function is to protect the members of both
families from incurable diseases. Some diseases arestill attributed to a
failure to comply with this ritual of exchanging food or of eating the
food from t11e other family. The wedding itself often takes place when
the couple have been living togetl1er for •some time; in this way a
time can be chosen which is right for both families from the financial
point of view. Most of the guests are invited to the karang ceremony,
at which the bride and bridegroom are officially declared married. An
opulent meal is served at this celebration. Even the poorest in the
village have to celebrate karang . During the ceremony attention is
paid to omens and signs. If these are bad, they can be counteracted by
offerings. Rich villagers can afford to entertain their guests for several
days in succession.
With the wedding ceremony the bride is officially introduced into her
husband's household, a ritual which demands various precautionary
measures, whose function is to preserve the wife's fertility and t11e
family's wealth. The bridegroom has to give his bride presents such as
strings of beads (A 200- 211) so that she is protected from disease.
She is not allowed to open the rice store-room until he gives her
another string of beads. Otherwise she would be punished with
blindness by t11e local spirits. Nor is she allowed to take food out of
the pots or water from the containers before she is given still more
beads ( 120). lf a fragile object is dropped at the wedding ceremony,
this is seen as a bad omen sent by tl1e ancestors, resulting in t11e
immediate Separation of the couple.
The Kalinga and the Gaddang have the most ostentatious and splendid
ceremonial dress of all lgorot tribes. The bridegroom wears a richly
ornamented waistcoat (A 844) and a red, black, yellow and white
loincloth embroidered with beads (A 840). Only the rich wear a
magnificent red ehest pouch with bronze rings (A 842) and a head or
neck scarf covered in beads (A 843). A richly embroidered, bluish
black cape is hung loosely over the shou lders (A 841 ). A head
ornament made of tl1e finest feathers (A 847, 848) completes the
bridegroorn's wedding dress (plate 29, 30).
The bride's dress consists of a waistcoat with bead ornamentation and a
hip blanket, tapis (A 846), which is also decorated with small beads
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or pieces of mother-of-pearl. It is fastened with a red, yellow and black
woven belt (A 845) or a bronze be lt (A 79). She wears ]arge mother-ofpearl earrings (A 400 - 403) and often carries a small bag with bead
ornamentation (A 849) ( plate 66).

Headhunting
Much has been written about headhunting, a frequent practice among
the lgorot tribes in earlier times. Headhunting was cited as a measure
of the lgorot's primitiveness. The Spanish, for example, regarded it as
justification for their invading lgorot territory and "restoring peace" to
the area with the help of miss ionaries. This was the intention behind
the "Galvey Expedition" in 1829, which S. de Mas described (155
pp. 173 - 178). The Spanish obviously never asked themselves what
possible motives the Igorot could have had in headhunting and what
particular significance it had for them. This questionwas not answered
until the beginning of this century, when American ethnologists
started their investigations. They realized that the Igorot custom of
headhunting was not a sign of the "savagery of a primitive tribe", but
of a strong sense of justice and a keen sense of responsibility towards
both their fellow men and nature.
The most important motives for headhunting were:
I. A des ire to wreak vengeance,
2. A des ire to requ ite a violent or unnatural death in one's own group,
3. A desire to preserve fertility,
4. A desire to win prestige.
In the case of murder or any other serious violation headhunting was a
Iegitimale means of requiting injustice and restoring order. In fact it
was the only ju st way of restoring the social order. The same applied
when dreams or omens revealed that one particular person was to
blame for an unnatural death. Moreover, sometimes the oldest
villagers demanded a headhunt when rice was being planted or
harvested in order to preserve and improve the fertility of human
beings, animals and plant~ . The Jgorot sensed that the harvest sapped
the fields. They believed that the fields would have no natural energy
left if it was not replaced and restored by offerings (plates 8, 45). As
the natural energy of the rice field s was of paramount importance, the
ollering had to be of t11e highest qu ality. For this reason a human
being had to be sacrificed, although not necessarily a member of one's
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30: Ccremonial drcss of a young Kalinga. Thc pholograph was laken
in the 1940s (sec A 84 1 - 844, 847, 848, (scclion 4.1)).

own group. Although the Americans ofticially prohibited headhunting
when they first took over government in the Philippines, it was not
until their administration had reached the remotest valleys in the
Cordillera Centrat that the prohibition was heeded.
In 1913, however, there was an astanishing increase in the number of
"unnatural" deaths in the Cordillera Central. That year rainfall had
been very low, as a result of which the rice crop was very poor. Thus
experts on Igorot culture explained the rise in "unnatural" deaths by
the fact that humans were sacrificed to restore and improve the fertility
of the tields. This was used as an official explanation by the
government (75 p. 42).
Of course, a brave and successful headhunterwas highly respected for
his prowess among his own group. Therefore headhunts often took
place as a means of winning prestige.
The area surrounding a village was divided into three zones: directly
outside the settlement was the friendly zone, where the inhabitants
organized joint celebrations but also war and headhunting expeditions.
Then came a neutral zone. Although the lgorot, who lived in families
and village communities, did not entertain friendly relations with the
inhabitants of this area, they were able to move freely and safely there.
The land outside this zone was hostile territory, where headhunting
took place and where tl1ey were also under threat from hostile
headhunters.
Before every headhunting expeditionritual precautions were taken and
omens interpreted. After a successful hunt there were great celebrations
with dancing around the trophy. Offerings were required to protect the
hunters (2 pp. 53 - 58). The Bontoc Igorot armed themselves for a
headhunting expedition with shields, kalasag (A 602), lances, tuf-ay
(A 57- 63) and headaxes, gaman (A 53- 56), (plate 31). They also
had a headbasket (A 80) and a Special knapsack with a long, uncut
grass cover,sangi (A 35), which was used exclusively for headhunts.
Apart from the usual loincloth the headhunter wore a wooden helmet
and an armlet, tangka (A 67, 68), which was embellished with an
ancestral figure often decorated with the hair of the enemy or of tlle
deceased. However, the Kankanaey and the Ifugao-Igorot used the
tangka purely as an ornament and never for headhunting.
Once the enemy was defeated in battle his head was held by the
pronged end of the shield, cut off wit11 the headaxe, put into t11e
warrior's bag and carried back to tl1e hunters' village in a knapsack. ·
The hunters' victims were usually elderly people as they tended to
leave their village unaccompanied and thus lay themselves open to
ambush. Apart from tl1e head, hands, fingers and ears were also taken
as trophies. lt is said that sometimes even the scrotum was cut off to

31 : Bontoc warrior with shicld , armlct and hcad baskct (d
67, 68, 70, 80 (scction 6 .1)) .
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or

32: Relatives carry Lhe viclim
a headhunt
back lo lhe village. By pennissinn of the
J. Küppers Foundat.ion in the Cologne
Raulcnstrauch-Joesl- Museum: no. 7228.

33: A dccapilatcd man is buricd by his
relatives. By perrnission of the J. Küppers
Foundalion in lhe Colognc Rautcnslrauch Joest-Museum: no . 7229.
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make a receptacle for betet leaves (21 ~ pp. 8, 9).
Gongs were sounded to announce the return of the successful
headhunters to the village (plate 34) . Thereupon the villagers gathered
at a central point in the village, usually the village square, ato, for a
successful headhunt was celebrated by the entire village. The trophies
were placed on the ato. On the hunters' return a hen was immediately
slaughtered and sacrificed to prevent an act of revenge by the victim's
spirit. The Jiver of the slaughtered animal was inspected in order to
ascertain whether the dead man's soul had been pacified or whether
further animalafferings were required. The oldest members of the tribe
cleaned the u·ophies in the river while the warriors waited in the ato.
The trophy was boiled and the skin, hair and brain were buried. The
skull was kept in a headhunter's knapsack. The victim's lower jaw
bones were made into gong handles (A 100, 191) (2 pp. 70, 71).
The relatives of the decapitated man buried the headless corpse in the
direction of the enemy's village. They observed Special rites and swore
vengeance (plate 33). In Bontoc territory the nose tlute was originally
only played on occasions like this (A 193). It was only later that it
was also played at weddings or during the planting and harvesting of
rice.
Although headhunting was prohibited by the Americans at the turn of
the century it was a custom which died hard. At the end of World War
II it saw a revival against the Japanese. Dozier wrote about a headhunt
which took place in Kalinga territory in Nantonin in 1960 (73).

34: Bontoc lgorol striking lhcir gongs. Thc handlcs arc mad c of
human mandib1cs (cf A 100, 191 (scction 3.2)).
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Death und mummification

Death and burial

It is the custom and also essential for the comrnunity to send the dead

man's soul into the world of the ancestral spirits in a prescribed way.
From now on he will be a member of this world. The soul of the
deceased lingers near the village until the death rituals are completed.
He closely watches over these to make sure that his relatives Iook
after hirn properly and in the traditional way. The living relatives are
anxiou s to avoid all mi stakes and negligence for fear of arousing the
angcr of the deceased, who can punish his relatives by invoking
di sease and other disasters. lt is not the deceased's behaviour and deeds
in hi s lifetirne which determine whether he will have a comfortable
life in the world of the ancestral spirits or whether he will suffer
privation. His cornfort depends on the care and attention of his living
relatives. He cornmunicates his wi shes and needs to them through
drearns.
The Igorot distinguish between normal and "nasty" deaths. A "nasty"
death ( 170) is caused by an accident or by violence. In such cases,
where the natural order has been disturbed by injustice and
carelessness, retribution and afferings are required of the relatives.
Among the Ifugao someone who has died a "nasty" death is on
di splay for three days under the hou se. The perforrnance of a ritual
dance pacifies the deceased or rather hi s soul. Then the corpse is buried
sitting upright in a small cave. Further rites are not performed until
vengeance has been taken (218 p. 4).
When an elderly member of the community dies celebrations take
pl ace which, according to some observers, bear little resemblance to a
death cerernony. The dances performed during the burial are like those
at other festivities (24 p. 12).
Other observers have also been struck by the calmness and amazing
cheerfulness of the death ritual s ( 14; 95; 174). Those who keep death
vi gil laugh and tell stories. Mothers sit under the roof next to the dead
body and nurse their babies. Nearly all the children who go in and out
of t11e hou se touch the lap of the deceased (95 pp.75, 76, 78). It is said
that in sorne cases this carefree attitude to the deceased even went as
far as the children playing ball with t.he dead person's skull without
being reprimanded by t11eir parents (174 p. 126). lt was common
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practice to place the skull-caps of defeated enemies in full view of
everyone on a ledge out~ide the house (plate 12).
What is remarkable is that a natural death never gives rise to
helplessness or desperation arnongst the relatives and members of the
community (108). ln former times the corpse was on display for
several days in a special death chair under the house. Today this is
forbidden on grounds of health and epidemic hazards. Thus nowadays
the body is placed in the house next to the hearth, where the
traditional rites are then perforrned. There is nothing particularly
unusual about a corpse and, in fact, the dead person is regarded as alive
until he is buried. In earlier times he was even given food and
addressed personally (184 p. 96).
Despite this apparently lighthearted and fearless attitude to the dead the
Igorot still have certain anxieties in the presence of a deceased person
and these they express in the prayers they chant during the vigil.
They fear that the soul of the deceased could return and ask someone to
accompany him, thus bringing disease and death. They try to avert
this danger with the following prayer:
"You are dead ... (name of t11e deceased). We are giving everything
we can for your siling (burial ceremony). Do not come back to us,
but Iet us live for a Jong time." (136 p. 374)
Or they recite t11e following prayer:
"I call all members of the family so that nobody may follow the
deceased, because, deceased, you are to be feared if anyone follows
you ... " (200 p. 104).
Ot11er prayers express anxieties with trembling and supplications for
health and a long life:
"Now we call you dead. The time has come for you to go to the
place where your ancestors live; help us who are left behind to
remain in good health and Iead a long life like you. It is good tlwt
you Jived to an old age. Let us grow old too, Iet our sons and
daughters grow old so that t11ey can work for their parent~." (1 08)

•

With death the soul leaves the body for ever and drifts downstream to
the coast. As soon as it realizes that it is only the spirit of a dead
person it returns to its tormer abode and Iooks tor someone to
accompany it to the world of the ancestors, thus bringing death and
disease to those still alive. Since the Jgorot live at such close quarters
to their relatives and other members of the tribe they find it hard to
imagine going on a long journey by themselves or sleeping in the
house on their own or working in the fields on their own. Therefore
it is only logical that the deceased should ask for a companion on his
way to the wor"ld of the ances tors .
Blumentritt (50) writing about the Kiangan (Kiangan is an old
Spanish military name for the Ifugao area near Kiangan) quotes
accounts by J. Villaverde (204):
"The Kiangan say people die twice, the second time being the
infliction of a (serious) illness. The souls of the deceased do not
go straight to their place of destination but stay in tJ1e vicinity of
the house for some time. They climb from rock to rock and from
tree to tree, feeding on mbbish which they collect. At night,
however, they try to enter their house again. They do this in order
to abduct the person closest to them or his soul. The deceased
husband, for instance, wants to take his wife wi th him to the nex t
world or the deceased wife her hu sband, and the son his parcnts.
Consequently, they believe that serious illness is cau sed by a
deceased relative luring a soul out of a body." (50 p. 13 1).
The fact that tJ1e Igorot fee l relatively little fear when faced with death
within their fami ly or group is evidence that they have found use ful
ways of understanding and coping with their anxiety. Ex peri ence has
shown that anxiety can be overcome by perfonning certain dcath rites
(108).

35: Thc b.o dy of a young woman lying -in cc;;monial drcss 011 thc
dcath cha1r. By pcrnusswn of J . Klippcrs Foundation in thc Colo •ne
Rautcnstrauch -J ocst-Muscum: no. 7014
g

These rites include putting tJ1e deceased on display on a death chair
under the hut in from of the house, mummification and burial in a
wooden coffin in a remote cave or under a rock ledge (plates 35, 37).
The Ifugao perform a second burial at a later stage, when, for instance,
some member of tJ1e farnily fall s seriou sly ill poss ibly becau se the
soul of the deceased in its discontentment has invoked di sease. Each
stage of the burial cerernony is accompanied by prayers in which the
deceased is assigned a specitic and clearly defined sphere of acli on.
Warnings and orders are given and requests are made to prevent the
deceased frorn abducling other smrls. As long as the corpse is on di splay the Bontoc Igorot are not allowed to go out to the tields as tJli s
would render tJ1em barren. The family of the deceased sometimes decides to move their house bec au se they believe that the place of dea th
is inhabited by di sease-bringing spirits. The planks are numbered, and
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the house is dismantled and moved to another site (plate 36).
The dead communicate their wishes to the living through oracles or
dreams in the period between death and burial and sometimes even
later. Thus as ancestors tl1ey are able to exert a strong influence on tl1e
living. The living find solace in this, for it means that death is no
more than a transition to a different world where the dead, the
ancestors, have new responsibilities and also a great intluence on the .
living world .
During tJte burial ceremony sacrifices are made under careful
Supervision and in compliance with the requireinents. By fulfilling

tl1eir obligations perfectly those present lose tlte feeling of
helplessness and powerlessness that arises in them at the sight of a
dead relative or friend . Once the rites have been performed the corpse is
wrapped in shrouds (A 862, 863) and placed in a wooden coffin. In
earlier Limes this was a hollowed out tree trunk fitted with a coffin Iid
and secured with wooden pegs in the shape of ancestral figures. Their
function was to keep the memory of the deceased alive and also to tie
him to his place of burial. A wooden receptacle, tanob (A 31 ), was
erected next to the coffin of a rich person. Meat afferings and the
favourite luxury foods of tJ1e deceased (e.g. tobacco or betel-nuts) were
put in it at regular intervals.

36: Hou se of a deceased woman . The planks
are numbered beca use th e house is tob e buill
on a different site afler t.he buri al. The whisk
is used to keep llies away from the corpse .
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37 : Woodcn co lTin s und cr a rock lcdgc .
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Example of a Kankanaey lgorot death ritual
Dingey, the wife of Catonis, died on February 26, 1984 about four
o'clock in the morning. She was more than 76 years old. Her exact
age, however, was unknown as nobody had recorded her year of birth.
She died amongst her relativesandher death was not unexpected as she
was already quite old. During the weeks prior to her death she had
suiTered from some wasting disease. She had led a fulfilled life, given
birth to several children and died a natural death. Nothing unusual or
disturbing had happened in the last few days of her Jife which would
have pointed to it being a "nasty" deal.h.
Three days before she died, her relatives sent for the diagnostic
s pecialist, the mambunong. He was to establish who had caused the
di sease by interpreting signs, for instance by swinging the pendulum.
But this particular mambunong was in no hurry to go to the dying
woman as she was already very old and had had a fulfilled life. "Why
should I hurry, she is very ill and her death inevitable," he said later.
He was right, for the next night she died. Her relatives washed her and
wrapped her in sack-cloth. The traditional siling prayer was said:
" You are dead, Dingey. We are giving everything we can for your
siling (burial ceremony). Do not return because of us, Iet us live a
lon g life." (108).
The prayer was mumbled again and again and everyone looked closely
at the dead wornan's face to rnake sure that the body was lifeless. They
rnade a death fan by attaching a sheet of a calendar to a barnboo stick.
In earlier Limes they had wonderful death fans, sab-ong, made of
buzzard feathers with an ancestral figure squatting in the middle (A
87). These were used to ward off evil spirits.
At daybreak the relatives were informed so that they could take their
lcave of the deceased, who had been placed on the floor near the hearth.
T he closest relatives crouched by the wall and watched over the dead
wornan . The son kept the flies away with the death whisk. Another
relative sat outside the house and read prayers from the Bible very
quietly. Gradually more and more people arrived. They talked about
the deceased's experiences and good deed<;.
Early next morning the first pig was slaughtered for sacrifice and the
liver was inspected. Through changes in the liver, which were
interpreted as omens, the deceased was able to comrnunicate her
wi shes . lf the ornen had been bad, more animals would have had tobe
slaughtered to satisfy the wi shes of the soul of the deceased. Even after
the burial tl1e spirit of the deceased can draw attention to itself through
bad omens. The Jgorot believe that in the next world tl1e soul o f the
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38: Peg of a
coffin in the
shape of an
ancestral fig.
(A 86 (scction 9)) .

deceased passes through a hierarchy and that it can only rise in tl1is
hierarchy if the living relatives make generous sacrifices. Thus the
ancestors have great power; death is not a symbol of powerlessness, it
is rnerely a transition to another st<lle. The living relatives of the
deceased wornan were not overcome by a feeling of helplessness
because by following the traclitional rites they were able to protect
themselves from the threaL~ of the spirits of the dead.
More and rnore relatives ;u-rived. They sat down in front of the house
or inside. Meals were prepared at the hearth and children were playing
on the floor next to the deceased. Everybody prayed:
"You are going on a long journey and are not coming back, you are
leaving your village for a far-away place."
The oldest people in the village expected Dingey to be on display on a
death chair under the house, for she was a pagan, someone who
believed in tJ1e traditional religion and had not been converted to
Christianity. These relatives were to be disappointed. The deceased
wornan's children, who had been converted, arranged for a modern
wooden coffin to be made. They explained their actions by saying that .
a missionary had converted their father, Catonis, on his deathbed.
Despile his conversion, however, Catonis had been buried in the
traditional way.
The more guests arrived, the more relaxed the atrnosphere became.
People were laughing and joking. Even in the house, where people
were slightJy more serious, the impression was not one of mourning.
Nobody was crying or sobbing. Towards 8 o'clock tJ1e first relatives
left taking pieces of the slaughtered pig with them. OtJ1ers began rethatching the roof of the house with Cogon grass (imperata cylindrica
L.)(plate 40). ln this way the dead woman's soul would not be able to
recognize the house on its return to tJ1e village and therefore would not
be able to abduct the soul of a relative. While the coffin was still
being made under the house <UJd the roofwas still being thatched, the
next offering was prepared: a dog was slaughtered and its liver
inspected; its blood was kept for an unseasoned blood soup for the
coftin-makers as payment in kind.
Once the coffin and the roof were finished the shrouds were checked for
missing symbols and flaws in the clotl1. The woven symbols retlect
the world: stars stand for eternity and wealth, ancestral figures
represent origin and protection as a result of being bound up in tJ1e
next world, and snakes stand for a long life (A 862, 863). Three or
four people took it in turns to count the shrouds and check the
symbols. This procedure took more than half an hour (plate 41).
After a short lunch the deceased was wrapped in the shrouds and placed
in the coffin. At first nobody was crying. The children went on

39: Signs of
cultural change:
an ancestral
figure and a
crucifix stand
sidc by side al
a burial site.
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40: After a dcath lhc hou sc is symbolically rc-lhalched.

playing cheerfully in tl1e hause. The coffin was nailed up and
everybody joined in the tradit.ional Kankanaey dirges (see above).
Then, however, tears came to t.he eyes of some of tl1e elderly people
when they realized t.hat yet another old person had passed away and
tl1at the representatives of the traditional religion were now a dying
breed. The hou se was full of smoke and more and more twigs were
being burnt to get rid of the smell left by the corpse. The oldest
guests recounted old myths and tl1e dirges began again. After 2 or 3
hours, about 3 o'clock, the visitors left the house. Only the closest
relatives stayed witl1 tl1e deceased.
The next few days were spent saying prayers, singing the songs of the
iyayaley rite and slaughtering animals in accordance with the masadag
rite. On the second day they slaughtered the second pig, on the third
day a carabao and on the fourth day yet anotl1er pig. lt was on the
fourth day too that all the relatives came Logether to give small
presents to tl1e bereaved, e.g. sheaves of rice or money (approx. 5
peso, the equivalent of 1 kg rice). Then a grave was dug near the
house. While everyone was talking about the good deeds of the
deceased the coffin was hastily carried out of the house at sunrise,
lowered into the grave and covered with earth. If during these
proceedings a dog had crossed their path, if they had heard a raven
croaking or seen a snake, it would have been considered a bad omen
indicating tlle death of another relative. Finally the loose earth was
trodden in and concrete poured over it.

41: ln spcc ti on of burial blankc ls (sec A 863 (scction 9)).

Mummjfication

Mummification was a common practice arnongst only a few peoples.
Best known are the Egyptian rnummies and the rnumrnifications in
Central and Soutl1 Arnerica while those in Africa, Oceania, New
Guinea and Hawaii (140) are less weil known. The Igorot rnountain
tribes in northern Luzon al so cultivated the art of mummification
frorn very early on. As early as 1885 the German encyclopedist H.
Meyer wrote about tlle tradition of rnurnmification arnong the Igorot
from his own observation (133).
H. Otley ßeyer writes the following about the murnmies and tombs in
tlle province of ßenguet:
"Some of the most interesting relics in this sub -province are a !arge
nurnber of burial caves and niches which cor1tain wooden coffins,
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bones and even dried mummies in some places. Considering what the
climate is like in this region these mummies are in an amazingly
good condition. The history of some of them can be traced back 150
or 200 years and more. The solution used for mummification is
sablut, which in the old days was known to the Ilokanos and Ifugaos.
On Mount Santo Tomas, near Baguio, over 20 mummies were found,
more than half of which were in good condition.
In the northern part of the sub-province (Benguet), near Buguias and
Loo, the famous mummy of Ano was stolen by a missionary from
San Fernando, La Union. For years this mummy had been kept in a
burial niche in a near-by mountain ledge; it was treated wit11 great
respect and frequentJy honoured with sacrifices by those living nearby.
Thus the spectacular theft later became a matter for court proceedings.
The mummy was in my care for some time; I carefully examined t11e
corpse and studied its history. lt was discovered to be over 200 years
old and still in excellent condition. lt had been kept in a wooden coffin
in a dry niche more than 7,000 ft above sea-level. From the hairline to
the soles of the feet t11e body was covered with the typical, fine tatoo
patterns described by Hans Meyer in his monograph on the Igorot
( 1885). (All mummies still in existence should be photographed and
examined scientifically.)" (22).

Process of mummification

The Igorot method of mununification was, of co~rse,_ not ~s highly
developed as the Egyptian met110d. But the _mummtes fou~d m_ Igorot
territory survived several hundred years wt.thout any maJor _s tgns of
decay. Baban Berong, an old and expenenced I~orot, gt_~~s the
following description of the traditional process of mumnuhcauon
amongst the Kabayan Ibaloi:
.
A !arge quantity of salt is dissolved in water and poured I?~o the
mouth of t11e deceased in order to prevent premature decomposttton of
the inner organs. The body is undressed and ~athe~ i_n cold '_Vater._Then
it is wrapped in the shrouds, kolebao, and tted stttmg upnght, t-asal,
to a death chair with a high back-rest. The chair is placed in front of
the house next to the ladder. The ends of a piece of material which is
placed over the mouth are knotted to the back ?f th_e cha~r: Th~n
further measures are taken which keep the body m tlliS postuon tor
one week or for at least as long as fluid is secreted by the swollen
body. The corpse is t11en removed from the chair and laid tlat on the
ground. Close relatives peel off the epidermis and the outer layers of
skin from the whole body. This process is called duduan. After that
the corpse is washed in cold water, wrapped in the ~a me s hroud <u~d
put back on the chair again. Now the wonns already ml esung th~ skm
are removed, a process called beg isan. The skin is preserved 111_ an
earthenware receptacle, which is buried in an enclosed sp~)-~ S<~me ume
Iater. It is here that the grave is later dug, so that the cot t m ts buned
next to the urn.
As soon as t11e corpse begins to dry up it is saturated, from top to toe,
with the juice of ground guava Ieaves <Psidium Guajava Linn.(l44
p.664)> and patani leaves <Phaseolus lunatus Linn. (144 p.421) >.
The juice is .applied twice daily until t11e body has hardened and th.e
undamaged skin has dried. A weil controlled fire under the death cha1r
fumigates t11e corpse. As soon as the body begins to shrink they aller
its leg and arm position. The Iegs are pulled towards the body and the
arms crossed over the ehest. The hands and legs are t11en tied. When
the hands and feet have stiffened in the required position they are
untied again. As soon as the corpse has dried up it is placed in ~he
sun during the daytime and fumigated at night. This process of drymg
in the sun and fumigating contimies for more than two months a~1d
sometimes a year. The closest blood-relation decides whcn the bunal
will take place. The mummified corpse is then carried to its last
resting-place in tl1e cave of his ancestors or in another nearby cave
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42: Mummics rcmov cd from thcir burial cavc.

(plate 42) (101 pp. 10-11).
This me thod of mummification, i.e. salling the inner organs,
applyin~ LIH~ j~ice of guava and patani leaves, fumigating the corpse
and drymg tl 111 the sun, was very common until 1850 and is said to
have been used frequ ently until the end of the century. But then this
practice was gradually abandoned because it was expensive and timeconsuming. The decision as to whether and when a corpse was tobe
mummified was dependent on the social status and financial position
of the deceased. Jt al so depended on how many relatives the deceased
had and how prepared they were to carry the costs of this ritual which
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Iasted for many months if not years.
Untilthe 17th century mummification was shrouded in secrecy. The
Igorot's knowledge of mummification was based on oral tradition. The
early ancestors of the Jbaloi used herbs called atab. The leaves of this
plant were crushed and the extracted juice applied to the corpse to
harden it. Patani juicewas also applied to protect the corpse from flies
and other insect~ . Early explorers recounted how they had found small
pieces of material in t11e ears, mouth and nostrils of mummies. Their
purpose was probably to prevent fly infestation. Traditional burials
and mummifications have been forbidden by law since t11e Iaie 1950s.

Health and Sickness

Anaton1y and physiology
The Igorot have an excellent conception of the topographical
arrangement of human organs. They have gleaned their knowledge
from watehing animals being slaughtered for sacrifice. From a very
early age children have the opportunity to learn about the anatomy of
pigs, dogs and carabaos at disembowelling ceremonies.
When animals are slaughtered and sacrificed to the gods, spirits and
ancestors all members of the family are invited to take part in the
event. Large sacrifices are never performed in an intimate circle. As it
is not forbidden to stand close to the sacrificed animal, even children ·
in their curiosity can often study the organs and their position in the
body. When the organs are subsequently boiled there isanother chance
to examine their size and appearance (plate 49).
By means of data by analogy and interpretations with multidimensional scale readings we were able to show that the the Igorot's
conception of topography was not one-dimensional, i.e. they do not
only arrange organs in the right order from top to bottom (cranial to
caudal) but also very accurately in terms of a second dimension,
distinguishing between inner, central and outer organs.
However, almost always one faulty conception prevailed in so far as
the liver and gall bladder were thought to have more of a cranial
position, somewhere between the heart and lungs. This "mistake"
also appeared in other tests, when, for instance, they were asked to
draw the oullines and position of familiar organs. In these anatomical
drawings the liver appeared far too high up, sometimes even above the
lungs (plate 43 ). This phenomenon can be explained by Öle fact that
the Ii ver and gall bladder are the organs through which gods, ancestors
and sp irits express their wishes in omens. Therefore they have a
hi gher status than other organs, and in the Igorot imagi nation ö1is

becomes a higher topographical position. It is still not clear to what
extent old Chinese ideas come into play here. The Chmese thought
that life energy or even ö1e soul dwelt in the liver.
, .
In sketches the liver is always drawn with several flaps or Iobes . llliS
is an indication that the lgorot's ideas about the human anatomy are
based on animal anatomy. Thus the sketches bear a strt~ng
resemblance to medieval drawings in our culture. Although a w1de_
section of the Igorot community has an excellent knowledge ot
anatomy they know very little about physiology. For ins tanc~, when
asked where liquid intake goes in the body ö1ey reply that 1t flows
through the mouth, down the throat and into ö1e stomach, a process
which everyone is aware of. However, they are very u~sure what
happens next. They seem to think the liquid goes strat ght to the
bladder, where it reappears as urine, and do not unders tand the funcuon
of Öle kidneys and oö1er abdominal organs.

43: Outlines of lhe
human organs as
drawn by lhe lgorol.
Thc livcr was shaded
in at a lalcr slage.
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Great importance is aw·ibut cd to the blood as the carrier of vital
energy. A person is considerccl very strong and healthy if he has "lots
of blood" . While Ii ver and gall bladcler are the rnost central organs
from the topographical ancl anatornical point of view, the heart has a
more periph eral position like the kidneys and lungs. According to
traclition, tJJe heart is the source of courage and a courageous person is
said to have a "strong" heart. Painful illr'lesses are often attributed to
certain spirits having attacked the liver. The head symbolizes man's
inclividua lity, which is why certain magical powers are associated
with it. These powers were able to be acquired by headhunting.
I Iu man hair and nails are also said to possess special powers which
were panicularly su ited to analogy magic. Forthis reason they were
often removed frorn the corpse and preserved in a very safe place.
Human excretions such as sweat, saliva and urin are "dirty"
substances which su lly people and which are therefore to be avoided.
Thus nobody is allowed to enter a house when covered in sweat. He
must first must wipe the sweat off and cool his body down. Spilling
in front of someone is regarded as a contemptuous and very insulting
gesture, as this action would make hirn unclean (184 p. 94).
Aging results frorn a deterioration in certain bodily functions. lt is
seen as a natural process and respected as such. "Weakening at the
knee" may be a sign of general weakness in old age but it can also be
seen as a spec ial symptorn of illness through which the ancestors
cornrnunicate their di ss atisfaction with the way their living relatives
are treating them.
My own surveys on the cognitive classification of illness among the
Kankanaey Igorot revealed that illnesses are first of all characterized
with anatomical terms. Many names for diseases consist of the name
of the part of the body and the appendage mansakit, which means
painful or unhealthy: e.g. mansakit di dubdub, ehest or heart pain,
mansakit di eges, stomach ache, mansakit di siki, pain in the leg,
man sakit di tong-a, aching Iimbs. They also classify according to the
course of the disease. Thus a di stinction is made between acute
illnesses of short duration and duonie illnesses of long duration.
Furthermore they distinguis h between extemal, visible illnesses and
internal , not openly visible illnesses. Thus the practical aspect of
treating illness and the question of prognosis are the criteria for
class ifying illness.

Origin and cause of illness
The föllowing account, wh ich was written by the missionary J.
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Modern scientific medicine
Modern medicine distinguishes between aetiology (the cause of a
di sease), pathogenesis (the mode of development of a disease),
diagnosis (identification of a disease) and therapy (treatment of
disease). The lgorot medical system will also be described in terms of
these classifications, although one more classification must be added.
For in the lgorot medical system the basis of health and sickness
plays a very important roJe. As a dynarnic principle it provides the
powers which produce sickness and which preserve the natural state of
health. It is only when certain causes act upon this basis that disease
can develop.
Of course, modern Western medicine also assumes the existence of a
dynarnic principle which acts as a basis for the preservation of health
and the development of disease. This basis for health or sickness is
manifested in normal and abnormal (physiological and pathological)
processes. To be able to draw a comparison with other medical
sys tems these processes mu st be seen as natural forces. Thus even
modern medicine can be put down to the interaction between natural
forces which takes place in accordance with the laws of nature and
which is responsible for the dynamics of natural processes. The
natural forces ~md ~heir interaction are the ultimate basis for preserving
health_or_c<~usmg 1llness. This will be illustrated by the example of a
bactenal mf ection.
~ode~ medicine sees bacteria, viruses or other organisms as the cause
o an mfection. The development of disease is interpreted as a reaction
th~ ~ody . lt cann~t be put down solely to the cause of disease. It is
t e bas1s Logether w1th the cause that sets off a reaction, a movement,
the dyna~1ics_ of disease, the development of disease, the pathogenesis.
A_bactenal mfection on it~ own does not cause manifest disease.
D1sease only develops when the organisms find a suitable ba~is.
However, the "natural basis" of the body is far from a suitable basis.
On the contrary, it is seen as a dynamic force geared to preserving the
natural order in the body and to fighting off pat110gens.
M~~m ~edici?e also sees this physical order as a teleological
pnnc1ple, 1.e. th1s naturat ·basis can only be seen as working towards
?ne ~oal - t11e preservation of health. The plan of such a natural order
~ s sa1~ ~o be determined and located in the genes of the cell nuclei.
fhus It IS assumed in modern medicine that bacteria disturb this order
and that th~ SY,Stem react~ by trying to restore t11e lost order.
Pathogenesis IS seen as an interplay between the organisms which
have invadcd the system, in this case the bacteria, and the natural
forccs which maintain the natural order. Changes in the body occur
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according to certain laws which depend on the natural forces. In
modern medicine pathogenes is is seen as a generat or specific defence
mechanism of the body; many symptoms such as the rise in the
number of white blood corpuscles, inflammalion, oederna, redness and
fever are interpreted as such. The doctor with hisspecialist knowledge
is able to make a prelirninary diagnosis on t11e strength of presenting
symptoms. He t11en tries to specify the organism so that he can make
the final diagnosis. Therapy based on the diagnosis consists in
strengthening the body's resistance, e.g. by vaccination, administering
immune globulin, or by making use of the pathogen's own dynamics
and introducing substances into t11eir natural cell and reproduction
cycle which kill destroy t11em.

The medical system of the Kankanaey Igorot
The basic ideas underlying the medical system of the Kankanaey
Igorot can be summarized as follows: disease is interpreted as being a
way of telling human beings that they are to blame for some
disturbance of the order which must be restored. A disturbance of the
natural harmony is caused by human beings ( cause of disease). This
violation induces the guardians of order (gods, ancestors and natural
spirits) to intlict disease on humans ( inflictor of disease). They
oflen achieve this by abducting tl1e culprit's soul ( development of
disease, pathogenesis). Disease usually only develops when the
natural basis and its dynamic forces have been affected (basis of
disease). The sick person can exercise intluence over his situation by
seeing tJ1e error of his ways, admitting his guilt and presenting
sacrifices ( initiation of treatment, therapy) and can hope that the
natural forces will restore the balance and turn illness into health (
healing) (Table 4).

Natural basis
The lgorot as farmers are confronted daily by the principle of the
balance in nature. The natural basis produces the constant change
between sunrise and sunset, rainy season and dry season, youth and
age, birth and death. The farmers have learnt to make use of tJlis
natural principle of recurrence: they sow when the natural powers of
growth are at their greatest and render the fields fertile, and they
harvest before the dying powers of nature prevail and the fruits on tJ1e
fields rot.
The Igorot are very aware of this eternal h;u·monious balance. It is not
only in the annual cycle of nature that it manifests itself but also in
the cosmic and divine realm of the upper and underworld, in tJ1e
human and social spheres, and in tJ1e domain of health and sickness.
Every Igorot is familiar with the principle of the cosmological and
cosmic order, which determines the recurrent rising and setting of tJ1e
sun and in which the cosmos is a dynamic force. The cosmological
powers which created the universe as weil as the cosmic powers which
preserve its present order are characterized by moderation, recurrence
and balance. In our western culture too this principle of order was
atu·ibuted to divine powers.
The idea of balance pervades tl1e Igorot's whole way of thinking and it
is rellected in their mythology and rites. The creation does not mean
anything 10 them; they believe in the eternal principle of the

cycle of birth and death, in which man's existence is seen as a c~ain of
cyclic events (184 p. 88). Just as the h_ighest gods Ka~un_wn or
Lumawig have to maintain the cosm1c ~ala?ce, so 1t JS t~1e
responsibility of man to provide for a balance m lus ea~tJ1ly and socwl
domain. It is in tJ1is context tJ1at headhunting must be v1ewed.

The natural basis of health and sickness
The basis of disease
In the light of such a principle of order and han~ony illness cannot ~e
a matter of chance. For, if everyt.hing in the umverse and on earth 1s
created according to regulating principles, then something as_ unusu~l
and unnatural as disease must have its own purpose. D1sease 1s
regarded as a sign or symbol which draws attention t? something ~l se.
The Igorot interpret disease as a symbol of some d1sturbance ot the
order.
As human beings can only live in a harmonious natural orde~ t_h_ey are
obliged to restore the balance and order. In tJ1eir own area of hf~ they
should behave in compliance with nature and should act accord~ng to
the principles of balance. Thus tJ1e lgorot perfor~ ceremon..es to
restore the balance on every occasion tJ1at man mtervenes 111 the
process of nature. What is removed from nature is replaced by
sometJ1ing eise and the balance is restored (plates 8, 4~). .
Murder serious crimes, rape and violence are human lllfnngements of
a natur~l harmonious order in personal and social relationships. They
call for retribution, which in earlier times was fulfilled by a headhunL
The violated person and hisrelatives are obliged to restore the balance;
if they do not, the whole group becomes guilty.
Killing an animal on a hunt is also considered an infringement of the
natural cycle and in particular of its reproductive powers. ~or _tlus
reason the bunter is in a dangerous position. His wrong-domg •s a
potential basis for disease. Therefore he has to ask t.he soul ~f the
killed animal for forgiveness. The same applies to the slaughtenng of
animals at sacrificial ceremonies (plate 8).
The disease caused by hunting and killing an animal is c_alled
amling or sikit disease. The Igorot believe that a bunter wh~ kllls a
wild animal will be invaded by a power which does not parucularly
affect him. Often he may not even recognize this changein him. ßut
if he meets a weak person on his way home, someone "who does not
have a strong will", the dangerous condition and the power inhabiting
his body might spread to the other person and make ~1im ~~~~fer_ from
general weakness accompanied by dizziness and sweatmg. llus dtsease
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45: Tobia afferings al harvcsl time. Offcrings
arc prcscnted in a numbcr of caskcls (sec A ll3
(scclion 7), A 114 (scction 3.4).
Bottom right: A pair of rice gods, bulul,
(sec A 101, 102 (scclion 3.3).

is treated by a specialist who performs the so-called amling or sikit
ritual: in prayers he asks the soul of the animal for forgiveness and
bids it to leave the sick man.
A similar ex planation of illness is weil known among the Cherokee
in North America and the Bororos in Brasil. According to Levy-Brhl,
among the Cherokee rheumatism is caused by the spirits of killed
animals, above all stags. He also says: "the hunter's disease is
inflicted by an act of revenge on the part of the animai...A hunterfalls
ill or dies - who is to blame for this blow? An animal-person who he
killed and who is wreaking vengeance." (122 p. 241 footnote).
Another similar disease also called amling among the Kankanaey
Igorot is unconsciously caused by man. Particularly old and dignified
human beings with strong personalities are said to have a special
power which could Ieap over to younger and weaker individuals,
causing trembling, shaking and unconsciousness. The symptoms
described by the healers were like those associ ated with an epileptic
fit. The cause of the di sease is a Iack of respect shown by a young
person to an older person.
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Like killing an animal, harvesting too is an unnatural infringe.me~t of
the natural cycle. The damage must be compensated by offenng~.
Offerings of compensation are called tobia among the lgor~Jl. The.Ir
purpose is to preserve the repnxluctive powers of nature. lt IS only m
recent times that we have developed a new attitude towards nature; we
are gradually becoming aware that sacrifices must be made to maintain
the cycle of nature. The Igorot performed sacrificial rites every year at
sowing and harvesting time. in the old days the most valuable thing
on earth, a human Iife, had to be sacrificed for the preservation of the
basic natural forces. 1t was, however, not necessary to sacrifice
members of one's own community ; the victim of a headhunt amongst
another group would do.
If a group neglected the sacrificial rites or violated the balance of
nature, be it from neglect, carelessness or even on purpose, natural
disasters loomed or, in the case of an individual , serious, mostly
chronic diseases. However, the natural basis and its nat.ural forces
cannot cause di sease on its own since the basis cannot be a legal
principle. It merely functions as an executive organ. Diseases are
inflicted as punishment by other powers, i.e. by the "guardians of

order". They can be ancestors or spirits who react to an individual's
bad behaviour. This reaction from the "guardians of order" is
triggered off by a special cause.

The cause of disease
An unusual or cluonic disease is caused by the sick person's earlier
behaviour which violated the natural order. His misdemeanours led to
the natural harmonious cycle being stopped and upset. Natural,social
and supernatural spheres can suffer disturbances; consequently, disease
can have natural, social and supernatural causes. Negligence towards
the body results in natural diseases.
Overwork gives rise to aching limbs, the consumption of inedible
mushrooms Ieads to food poisoning, poor body hygiene causes mild
skin rashes and exposure to extreme heat or cold causes influenza and a
cough. A cold is, for instance, caused by a draught, but only because
the patient did not protect himself against it. Negligence towards the
family and the community such as theft Ieads to diseases on social
grounds. For example, the northern Kankanaey are familiar with the
botud, chronic hepatilis with ascites. Neg ligence towards ancestors or
spirits causes supernatural diseases: serious duonie ailments like
paralysis, bleeding stomach ulcers or goitre with breathlessness, but
also "accidents" like snake or dog bites for which the injured .
supernatural beings are responsible.
An injustice or a negligence does not immediately Iead to illness.
The spiritual beings responsible for the cosmic, natural and social
order, the "guardians of order" punish this disturbance by acling on
the natural basis.

Infliction of disease
Disturbances of the natural cycle can induce the ancestors or natural
spirits to inflict disease on the culprit. The reasons can be manifold:
ancestors can fee l hurt because their requirements as regards offerings
have not been fulfilled by the living, a negligence which jeopardizes
their social rise in the other world. The abodes of natural spirits have
perhaps been destmyed by carelessness or the animals which help
them (ants, spiders and snakes) kill ed, and this interrupts the normal
course of their Jives. Taboos are perhaps ignored. Quarrels erupt in
the personal or social spheres and thus disturb tJ1e social order. We
talk of a special kind of infliction if a member of the community

approaches a magician in order to take vengeance on someone by
intlicting disease on him.
There can be a human cause of supernatural and magic diseases as they
can be inflicted by a magician either on his own initiative or on behalf
of someone eise. But the magician is also dependent on the dynamic
force of the basis of disease and its powers of keeping order. He
cannot, however, inflict disease on someone purely arbitrarily . Thus
with his witchcraft he tries to teil tJ1e guardians of the cosmic or
natural principle or the evil spirits that some injustice has been
committed by the person he wants to hann: this person is guilty
because he has disturbed the order and tJ1erefore must be punished. Not
until the magician has succeeded in plausibly explaining the injustice
can he hope that tJ1e guardians of order and the dynamic force of the
natural principle will intlict disease on his viclim. Then he can gar her
tJ1e disease-bringing powers by means of a fetish and intlict disease on
his victim.

Development of a disease (pathogenesis)
Disease only develops if tJ1ere is a cause (human guilt) and if
supernatural, human or natural beings feel induced to punish the
culprits because of tJ1e disturbed order. lllness is seen as a react ion of
tJ1e "guardians of order", who with the help of the natural forces
inflict diseases to point to a certain violation and to demand the
restoration of balance and order.
The development of disease, the actual patJ10genesis, is explained by a
weakening or Ioss of the sick man's sou l. 1t is in particular
supernatural powers and witchcraft which are able to abduct the soul.
As with the causes of disease and the world order, the development of
disease is also divided into three parts: a violalion of ordcr in the upper
world, on eartJ1 and in the underworld (table 2).
Diseases with natural causes are brought on by changes in
ternperature, cold weather or excessive heat, by the direct effect of the
tirst rain after the dry season or by drinking water after the first rain.
The natural powers of the human body are also have a harmon ious
balance. Thus illness develops only when resistance is low, as is the
case with tJ1e amling di sease, or when the auack (by supernat ural
beings or by a magician) is too strong. Such an attack can be
initiated by god~ and ancestors, as weil as by magicians and nature.
While gods, ancestors and natural spirits are able to abduct a sou l
without any med iator (like the amlak spirits, who capture the sottls
of their victims with nets), magicians nm st Iook for help from other
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is treated by a specialist who performs the so-called arnling or sikit
ritual: in prayers he asks the soul of the animal for forgiveness and
bids it to leave the sick man.
A similar explanation of illness is weil known among the Cherokee
in North America and the Bororos in Brasil. According to Levy-Brhl,
among the Cherokee rheumati sm is caused by the spirits of killed
animal s, above all stags. He also says: "the hunter's disease is
inflicted by an act of revenge on the part of the animai...A hunterfalls
ill or di es - who is to blarne for this blow? An animal-person who he
killed and who is wreaking vengeance." (122 p. 241 footnote).
Another similar disease al so called amling among the Kankanaey
lgorot is unconsc iously caused by man. Particularly old and dignified
human beings with strong personaliti es are said to have a Special
power which could Jeap over to younger and weaker individuals,
causing trembling, shaking and unconsciou sness. The symptoms
described by the healers were like those associated with an epileptic
fit. The ca use of the di sease is a Iack of respect shown by a young
person to an older person.
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Like killing an animal, harvesting too is an unnatural infringernent of
the natural cycle. The damage mu st be compensated by offeri.ngs .
Offerings of compensation are called tobia arnong the Igorot. Their
purpose is to preserve the reproductive powers of nature. It is only in
recent timesthat we have developed a new attitude towards nature; we
are gradually becoming aware that sacrifices mu st be made to maintain
the cycle of nature. The Igorot performed sacrificial rites every year at
sowing and harvesting time. In the old days the rnost valuable thing
on earth, a human life, had to be sacrificed for the preservation of the
basic natural forces. It was, however, not necessary to sacrifice
members of one's own community ; the victim of a headhunt amongst
another group would do.
If a group neglected the sacrificial rites or violated the balance of
nature, be it from neglect, carelessness or even on purpose, natural
disasters loomed or, in the case of an individual, serious, mostly
chronic diseases. However, the natural basis and its natural forces
cannot cause di sease on its own since the basis cannot be a legal
principle. It merely functions as an executive organ. Diseases are
inflict.ed as punishrnent hy other powers, i.e. by t.he "guardians of

order". They can be ancestors or Spirits who react to an individual's
bad behaviour. This reacüon from the "guardians of order" is
triggered off by a special cause.

approaches a magtctan in order to take vengeance on someone by
intlicting disease on him.
There can be a human cause of supernatural and magic diseases as they_
can be inflicted by a magician either on his own initiative or on behalt
of someone else. But the magician is also dependent on the dynamte
The cause of disease
force of the basis of disease and its powers of keeping order. He
. cannot, however, inflict disease on someone purely arbitrarily . !hus
An unusual or chronic disease is caused by the sick person's earlier
with his witchcraft he tries to tell tl1e guardians of the cosmtc or
behaviour which violated the natural order. His misdemeanours led to
natural principle or the evil spirits that some injustice h_as b~en
the natural harmonious cycle being stopped and upset. Natural,social
committed by the person he wants to hann: this person_ ts gutlty
and supernatural spheres can suffer disturbances; consequently, disease
because he has disturbed the order and t11erefore must be pumshed. Not
can have natural, social and supernatural causes. Negligence towards
until the magician has succeeded in plausibly explainin? the inju~tice
the body results in natural diseases.
can he hope t11at t11e guardians of order and the dynamte force of the
Overwork gives rise to aching limbs, the consumption of inedible
natural principle will intlict disease on his victim. Then ~1e c<_m gather
mushrooms Ieads to food poisoning, poor body hygiene causes mild
the disease-bringing powers by means of a fetish and intltct dtsease 011
skin rashes and exposure to extreme heat or cold causes influenza and a
his victim.
cough. A cold is, for instance, caused by a draught, but only because
the patient did not protect bimself against it. Negligence towards the
family and the community such as theft Ieads to diseases on social
Developrnent of a disease (pathogenesis)
grounds. For example, the northern Kankanaey are familiar witl1 the
botud, duonie hepatiüs with ascites. Negligence towards ancestors or
Disease only develops if t11ere is a cause (human guilt). and if
spmts causes supernatural diseases: serious cluonic ailments like
supernatural, human or natural beings feel induced to pums_h the_
paralysis, bleeding stomach ulcers or goitre with breathlessness, but
culprits because of tlte disturbed order. lllness is seen as a reactton ot
also "accidents" like snake or dog bites for which the injured . t11e "guardians of order", who with tl1e help of the nawral forces
supernatural beings are responsible.
inflict diseases to point to a certain violation and to demand the
An injustice or a negligence does not immediately Iead to illness.
restoration of balance and order.
The developrnent of disease, the actual patl10genes is, is explained by a
The spiritual beings responsible for the cosmic, natural and social
weakening or loss of the sick man's soul. 1t is in parucular
order, the "guardians of order" punish this disturbance by acüng on
supernatural powers and witchcraft which are able to abduct the soul ~
the natural basis.
As with the causes of disease and the world order, the deve lopment ot
disease is also divided into three parts: a violation of order in tlte upper
world, on earth and in the underworld (table 2).
.
Infliction of disease
Diseases with natural causes are brought on by changes 111
temperature, cold weather or excessive heat, by the direct eff~~~ of t!le
Disturbances of the natural cycle can induce the ancestors or natural
first rain after the dry season or by drinking water afler Lhe ftrst ~am.
spirits to inflict disease on the culprit. The reasons can be manifold:
The natural powers of the human body are also have a harmontou s
ancestors can feel hurt because their requirements as regards afferings
balance. Thus illness develops only when resistance is low, as ts the
have not been fulfilled by the living, a negligence which jeopardizes
case with t11e amling disease, or when t.he attack (by supernatural
their social rise in the other world. The abodes of natural spirits have
beings or by a magician) is too st.rong. Such an attack can be
perhaps been desu·oyed by careless ness or the animals which help
initiated by gods and ancestors, as weil as by magicians and nature.
them (ants, spiders and snakes) killed, and this interrupts tl1e normal
While gods, ancestors and natural spirits are able to abduct a soul
course of their lives. Taboos are perhaps ignored. Quarrels erupt in
without any mediator (like the amlak spirits, who capture the soul s
the personal or social spheres and thus disttab tJ1e social order. We
of their victims with nets), magicians mu st Iook for help from other
talk of a special kind of infliction if a member of the community
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powers whose favou r and compliance they win witl1 offerings.
Among the lfu gao the mag ician prays to the war spirits hipag, and
by means of fetishes he ca n weaken the sou ls of his fellow men and
invoke ev il. The victim falls ill owing to the Joss o f his soul. Now
other specialists , the mantobia , are able to recapture the soul from
the magician by sorcery . This res uiL~ in the ev il magician be ing
weakened, fa lling ill or even dying . The weaker he becomes and tl1e
more his power dimjnishes the more tl1e victim's condition improves.

Deve 1opme nt
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The most frequent met110d of diagnosis is the pendulum diagnosis
which was described by Meyer as early as 1885:
"lf an Igorot falls ill t11e first question to be asked is: What has
aroused the anger of the anito and what must be done to appease
them? The question of what steps are to be taken to eure the illness is
of secondary importance. First they try to pacify t11e anito with an
offering. With the purpose of finding out the anito's wishes, r.hey
attach a stone to a string and blow on it e asking: Do you want a hen
or a pig or a carabao? If the stone moves at the first question, a hen is
slaughtered. If it moves at the second question, a pig is slaughtered
and so on. Pieces of the slaughtered animal's heart and lungs are
speared on pieces of wood and hung up on a post outside the house.
The family eats the large remaining part of the offering, a ritual in
honour of the anito." (133 p. 387).
The diagnostic method is expected to give definite evidence of who
intlicted the disease and t11e cause of disease. For the pendulum
diagnosis a suitable stone is fetched from the river and tied to a 50 - 70 cm long string. All those who could have inflicted the disease - gods, ancestors, spirits or magicians -- are invoked in prayers. A
movement of the stone after a name has been mentioned indicates r.hat
this is the person who inflicted the disease. Then they determine the
cause of disease and when the offence was committed (pi<lle 46).
Apart from t11e pendulum diagnosis the Igorot also use the egg
diagnosis. The diagnostic specialist, the mansip-ok, places a raw egg
upright on a plate whlle invoking a number of gods, spirits and
ancestors. The moment the egg topples over it is a sure sign that the
last-named intlicted the disease. Other mansip-ok pul the egg on a
plate and wait for it to come into an upright posilion. This rite is
accompanied by the following prayer which in this case refers to an
sick child:
"Here I pray over t11is egg, whoever you are
who have captured my child,
if you are a spirit,
make the egg on t11is plate stand upright;
if you are a killed foe, make t11is egg stand upright;
if you are a spirit from t11e peripheral areas of 1l1is settlement,
make this egg stand upright and Iet us know where you have gone. "
(200p.Il9).
The cosmic and natural powers which maintain an equilibrium are
subject to the will of the highest g<xls of the upper world. lf they
allow some other powers to intlict illness, they asstnne that the sick
person will recognize the symbolic meaning of his illness and try ro
tind out what offence he has committed in order to res tore order. Thc
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Healers and their methods

46: Mansip-ok pcrforming thc pcndulum di agnosis.

healers totally adapt their diagnosis and therapy to the expectations of
the gods.
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Like priests, healers do not form a separate class among the Igorot
tribes. Like all other villagers they are farmers and become healers or
prieSL<; as soon as they have learned to recite the traditional prayers and
perform the necessary rites correctly. Owing to thei r specialization
they are highly respected. They are frequently consulted in all matters,
even in non-rnedical questions.
As media or shanums they are outstanding personaliti es who are
capable of establishing contact with the gods, spirits and ancestors and
of interpreting their will and different signs. Their Special status does
not result from the office they occupy but they are continually under
pressure to prove that they deserve this status. The sarne applies to
black magicians. They occupy the sarne rank although their power can
have a negative influence on humans and will only be neutralized by
an appropriate counter-spell .
The facultie s and knowledge of the priests and healers rnay be inherited
from the ancestors, althou gh this is not necessarily so. Anyone who
wants to leam how to pray and perform rituals will join an
experienced specialist, a marnbunong, and accompany him over a long
period, sometirnes even several years ass isting at his healing
performances (plat.e 56). He will be recognized as a healer as soon as
he has achieved sorne success.
Any disease which is especially violent or long-lasting is attributed to
a supernatural origin. A "diagnosis spec ialist or "diviner" must be
called to find the cause of the disease. The lgorot call diagnosticians or
experienced diviners man-anap ( anap rneaning " to find out"). They
use the pendulum or egg diagnosis (plate 46) or tell the culprit and the
cause by reading in a rice beer infusion which was kept in a covered
coconut shell (A 107) and prayed over it (plate 48). The functions of a
rnananap , diagnostici an, and a marnbunong, offering specialist, are
rnostly performed by the sa me person. He is paid with sorne bundles
of rice, meat or other offerings. In such cases he will take home the
best pieces of liver, heart or fat (plate 47).
There are five different kinds of diagnostic specialisL<; : the mansip-ok ,
the mangengey , the manb aknao , the mansingeng , and the man-ila
(table 3).
Sip-ok rneans "to exactly find out". Mansip-ok are diagnosticians or
diviners who employ special techniques like the pendulum diagnosis
or the dissectior1 of offerings to diagnose diseases .
Healing rnedia are called mangengey (gengey meaning "to separate").
This name quite weil describes the character of the mangengey

because they are media who, like a shaman, will fall into trance and
thus enables the sick person and those around him to get into contact
with the otTended, disease-bringing beings and ask them about the
diagnosis (causes). Mangengey cannotlearn their capacities. They are
selected by a spirit. ln the same way they can unexpectedly be left by
their protective spirits. The mangengey are always women. Often
they convene with their invisible mates in a divinatory meeting to
drink rice beer and pray for suppott to one of the gods or spirits they
know asking him to indicate the responsible and cause of the disease.
After several hours of praying the helping spirit will invade her and
thus enable those present to communicate with spirits and deilies via
this medium. Thanks to her faculties the community will be informed
about the number and size of afferings claimed by the gods, ancestors
or spirits.

Manbaknao or "sign interpreters" are mostly men who can read the
diagnosis by changes in the water and in yeas t or rice beer infusions .
At first prayers are pronounced to invoke the gods and their powers .
One of those liquids is poured inlO a coconut shell which is specially
destined for healing rituals and
covered with a banana leaf. After new invocations the banana leaf is
removed. Signs are interpreted and prognoses stated from the way the
liquid rose up in t11e grooves of the inner surface of the coconut shell
or t11e way the yeast set on the ground of the shell. There do not seem
to be any rules or definite hints as to t11e interpretation but the
prognosis rat11er depends on t11e situation (plate 48). ·
Singeng means "to examine" or "to observe". Mansingeng are
specialists who are consulted if a disease is attributed to an evil spell.
The examiner" is able to describe the malevolant magic ian, his

"

47: A sick man consulting a mambunong .
As paymcnt he has brought along
a skewcr with picccs of' mcat.

7

proceedi ng and the object which is to be harmed.
.
Man-ila diagnose di seases by c losely looking into the eyes of the tll.
In most cases this method is practised by old women.

The advisers on offerings

48 : Thc manbaknao's mcthod o f diagnosis is to rcad thc signs from
a ycasl infus io n in a coco nut shcll.
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For serious diseases a specialist mu st be summoned, the mambun~ng .
The word bunong has the connotation of giving back compensaung,
giving presents" or simply "prepari~~ and giving offerings" ·
Mambunong are specialized in healing and sacrificial rites but t~ey
are not necessarily oracle interpreters or prophets. Their task conststs
in getting into contact with spirits and gods, inviting them to
ceremunies and feasts, promising them afferings and in retur~
inducing them to take diseases back. They are also summoned tf
wealth and fortune are des ired. The mambunong usually conduct the
rites and accompany them with their prayers. Men as well as women
may become advisers on offerings.
A mambunong who undertakes to heal a d isease will try to induce the
invisible powers to perform a healing rite. While reciting prayers he
will butcher the anirnals provided as sacrifices by the ill: one or
several chickens, dogs, pigs or even carabaos. At the same time he
will beg or order these invisible powers who sent the disease to take it
away. He will point to the ill's confession of guilt and his sacrifices
of reconciliation. In some cases he may only supervise the
proceedings of the ritual and leave the butchering of the animals to the
family.
When performing their healing rites the mambunong generally use
sacrificial caskel~ . punamhan (A 110, 113, 116, 117), which mostly
contain several small sacrificing bowls (A II 0, 113) (plates 45 and
64). In the beginning of this century, when a cholera epidemic was
raging in the Cordillera Central, special sacrificial receptacles were
manufactured in the northern Jfugao area which were used for special
healing rites. They represent the figures of ancestors or deities who
embrace the vessel, which has tJ1e shape of a swollen body, with tJ1eir
arms and legs (A 116, 117) (plates 50 and 51). Meat sacrifices were
hung on Special sacrific ial hooks (A 109) and offered to the powers of
the beyund world. In the healing of ear diseases the Ifugao used small
ancestral figures which were ti ed to the skull bones of a butchered pig
(A 119, 120). The head of the figure was then inserted into the
outward auditory canal and turned with prayers and implorations being

49: Sacrificing a pig for a sick relative undcr
lhc Supervision of a ma mbunong . After lhc
animal has becn slaughlcrcd Lhe bristlcs
are burnl off ovcr Lhc opcn fire .

50: Caskel for orferings at healing cercmonies
(A 117 (section 7)) .

51 : Caskel fo r ollering s at healing
cerc monies (A 116 (seclion 7)) .

52: Ritual objec t for c uring car
di seases (A 120 (scction 7)) .
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chanted

(plate 52).

The divinatory ceremonies (hepatoscopy, gall bladder
augury)
Jn drearns and by the intervention of a specialist the Igorot are capable
of address ing invisible powers, ancestors, natural spits and gods.
However, the specialist relies on subjective signs and their subjective
interpretation . In order to be able to make a definite Statement about
the judgernent of the invi sible powers objective and visible signs are
required. Only this way the judgernent is rendered intelligible and
evident to everybody. This aim of objectivity and visibility is attained
in the divinatory. ceremony which among the Igorot is practised with
the Ii ver and the gall bladder of a sacrificed animal. The Egyptians and
Babylonians already interpreted signs in animal organs in a sirnilar
way.
The Kankanaey-Igorot call the divinatory ceremony man-man, which
rneans "to bring into order, to repair or arrange". It is not only the
specialist who gets introduced into the interpretation of signs, but the
lgorot in general are familiar with the signs and their meaning. For
example, they can tell by looking at the liver or the gall bladder
whether a sacrifice or the expectations linked to it have been
understood by the supernatural powers and whether a sacrifice has been
accepted or rejected. According to the filling, Iocation and shape of the
0~~:111 the lgorot are able to distinguish between more than five
diff erent qualities of gall bladders by which they interpret the success
of a sacrifice.
All sa~rific~s which are destined to invisible powers are accompanied
by. a hver mspection. Pigs and white chicken are the most popular
anunals for sacrifices. When exarnining liver and gall bladder the
Kankanaey-Igorot discem the following criteria:
The best sign, paslipten , is a gall bladder which is undamaged, filled
and located at its normal place. Less favourable signs are a bright,
"white" Ii ver and a gall bladder which only slightly protrudes over the
edge of the liver and is hardly arched. This is called sinrnislimlit . A
bad sign, naekban , is a gall bladder which is covered and completely
enclosed by the liver. A dry and empty gall bladder is considered an
e xtremely bad sign, especially if it is not located in the centre of the
liver but lateral or if it is covered by a liver vene, ipket .
A good omen is interpreted as acceptance of the sacrifice by the
supernatural powers. ll1e divinatory ceremony reveals whether the aim
o f l11e rite has been achieved. It also gives information as to whether
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the invisible ancestors, natural spirits or deities underst<xxlt.he wish
and significance of the sacrifice. Thus bad signs in the first place do
not irnply that the patient cannot be cured but rather that his wishes
and the meaning of the sacrifices have not been understood or tJ1at his
adrnission of guilt has still not been accepted. In such a case the
invisible powers eitJ1er demand more sacritices or the "performance"
must be repeated.
However, unlike the prophecying t.echniques of the Dajak on Borneo
(described by Levy-Bruhl, 123 p. 166- 170) the lgorot do not
necessarily address a specific question to the animal they are going to
sacrifice in order to subsequently receive the answer by the gods
through signs in l11e liver. In the case of the Dajak the living pig is
asked a question during certain rites. ln order to make sure tlutt it does
not change the signs of tJ1e gods by its own, the comrnunity will
conceal that it will be k.illed until shortly before tJ1e sacrifice.
Subsequently the liver will be examined.

53: lnspcction of thc liver and gall bladdcr scrvcs as an oraclc. A
vcry full gall bladdcr likc the onc Lhe shaman is holding is a good
omen.

54: Baskct for ollerings uscd in evil witchcraft with
liltlc bowls and magic arrows (A II 0 (scction 7)) .
In thc ccntrc: a fctish ornamcntcd with feathcrs
(A III (scction 7)).

Black magic with fetishes (hipag )
Mansapo are known for their faculty of perforrning witchcraft.
Although one will hardly meet a mansapo these days the elder
villagers will readily recall their methods when asked about them. The
mansapo acted on his own initiative or on behalf of someone eise
when sending a disease or even death to an individual from tnotives of
vengeance or reprisal. ln most cases he was not able to achieve this
goal by using his own power. For this reason most of the mansapo
took recourse to fetishes, hipag (plates 54 ;md 65). These were
carefully preserved in sacrificial caskets, the tangongo , which were
exclusively used for black magic. After having invoked the revengetaking spirits, the monhipag , spells were cast on the person to be
witched by reciting prayers over his clothes, hair or nails . Another
method was to carve a figure which was then given the name of the
victim. Subsequently the parts of the body which were to fall ill were
pierced by magic arrows. Plate 54 shows a tangongo sacrificial
casket, a hipag and magic arrows.
Hipag are savage, cannibalistic war spirits which are invoked by
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warriors prior to their ernbarkation on an ex ped ition to inspire them
with courage and vigour. ßesides hipag are fetishes reported to give
strength by the mselves and used to worship those s pirits. The
rnalevol ent mag icians mansapo oflen availed themselves of these
feti shes which mostly were wooden fi gures representing men, dogs or
boars . River stones or frag ment~ of a man's mandible were also used
as hipag.
Apart from the base the man-like hipag fi gures hardly differ from the
fi gurettes of the rice gods or rice granary gods (plates 64 and 65).
Other hipag are small wooden statu ettes (A 111) who are called by
the narne of the individual to be harmed by the spell. For such
vengeance-taking rituals (e.g. in the case of murder, headhunt, black
magic and killing by witchcraft) spec ial sacrificial caskets, the
tangongo (A 110), were required.
Another method of black magic was practised by sending out a dog
with the order to bite the victirn or an insec t telling it to creep under
the victim's skin and cause a di sease. To achieve this the mansapo
would pray over a sacrificed piece of meat and call the revengeful
s pirits. He would catch an insect which was sent by them, charge it
with a spec ific task by pronouncing mag ic formulas and finally send it
to the victi m (plate 55).
Hipag are also said to have protective functions against all different
kinds of ev il. Some were placed on each side of the path leading to the
house to safeguard home and road, for instance to ward off smallpox.
Those who use the hipag pretend that they will be protected against
"all sickness and other harm caused by evil spirit<>".

55: A manlobia luring a magici'an's soul with offerings (pig-meat,
rice and rice beer) . lt se tlies on the plate of rice in the shape
of a fly.
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Healing from black magic
Diseases caused by black magic by intervention of a mansapo will be
cured by the mantobia by means of a counter-spell. Tobia is a·
"replacing sacrifice". 1t is required, for instance, if a divinatory
ceremony revealed that a previous sacrifice had not been accepted. Here
tobia rneans that the evil-sending sacrifice which had been perforrned
by a magician rnust be annihilated by another tobia sacrifice. Thus the
sick person will surnrnon a rnantobia to replace the sacrifice which
had rnade him fall ill.
By reciting prayers similar to those of the first healing rites the
mantobia calls the soul of the mansapo whom a mansingeng had
described and indicated as responsible for the evil spell cast on the ill.
The soul of the rnansapo will come in the guise of an insect provided
the mantobia is powerful enough to exercise a counter-spell. The
insect will sit down on the laid-out offering. The mantobia will catch
it (plate 55), lock it in a receptacle made of bamboo and roast it on the
fire. At the same time the mansapo will suffer from violent pains.
Finally the rnantobia will kill the insect and dig the bamboo tube.
The responsible rnansapo will die a painful death, under the condition,
however, that the mantobia is more powerful than the plate mansapo.
In the other case the power to harm and kill could be converted.

Treatment of diseases (therapy)
The natural diseases
The different causes of illness demand different ways of treatment. In
the first place there are slight and ternporary diseases with natural
causes which can be healed with massage or herbs. For example, a
cold is cured by warming up the sick person and stiffness of the Iimbs
is treated with rnassage.
In the case of a slight everyday di sease the head or one of the elder
family rnembers will first try to rnake a diagnosis by himself - by
sacrificing rice bundles and saying prayers - and endeavour to eure the
ill. He will pronounce some prayers to diagnose and treat the disease
like the following:
"Here I pray over the stomach of... (name of the ill), here, whoever
you are who has taken p<>ssession of him, whether you are haunt.ed by

spiriL'i, tell us so, and how we can exorcize you, so that, just like in
one single moment, he will be healed." (200 p. 120).
Prayers of treat.ment may also consist of orders geared w provoking
the healing process or requesting the responsible spirits to disappear.
An inflammation is treated by pronouncing the following prayer:
"Here I pray over this inflammation, if you are a snail, disappear, so
that you cease tobe swollen. If you m·e an abscess, become watery, so
that it be known when they mu st do away with you , this
intlammation, so that you disappear". (200 p. 120)

Supernatural diseases
Diseases which have been caused by ancestors or otl1er powers like
local spirits who abducted the ill's soul need treatment by a specia list
He will endeavour to make the lost soul retum by saying prayers and
buming rice straw (plate 56).
In this case the specialist will ask the sick person or his fa mily when
and where he first recognized a weakening of his strength. Armed
with a Iance and accompanied by his assistant who carries offerings,
he will embark on an excursion to Iook for the lost soul at the si te
indicated by t11e ill. He sacrifices a chicken or rice and kindies rice
straw to rnake the soul return with t11e glowing fire. The smoke of the
rice straw is to nourish the soul while the light will help it to find its
way home (plate 56).
If the ill's state remains unchanged despite these methods the disease is
attributed to magic and witchcraft. In such cases the ill can only be
healed by casting a counter-spell. Thus also among the Igorot a
number of treatments are known which an outsider would call
"magic". Invisible powers are transmiued in order to make a man fa ll
ill or to heal him. Often the treatments merely consist of prayers and
ritual offerings or of an " an alogical act" . This may eas ily Iead to tl~e
conclusion that such treatments are useless. For the lgorot there ts
nothing extraordinary involved in these "magic" causes and therapies
or anything secretive which might unfold its intluence in obscurity ·
Although such " wilchcraft" musl be performed by a specialist all
members of the community are familiar with this procedure and il has
proven as effec tive treatmenllhroughout rnany generalions. A mag ic
explanation is one poss ible interpretation arnong many ot hers of the
world's phenomena man wishes lO unders tand. In a hea ling sys tem
magic treatments are Iogica l conclusions of clear and intelligible
concepts shaped by this world and its phenomina. ßelow the reader
will get an insight of the " magic" healing sys tem of the lgorot.
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56: A shaman wilh spcar and ritual clolh calling Lhc
lost ~oul of a sick man. Praycrs and a bundlc of
burnmg slraw hclp thc m to find thcir way back to
Lhc s ick man .

"Magie healing" by prayers and analogies
According to the lgorot conception of the preservation of health the
most simple way of treatment is a direct acting on the basis of the
disease itself since it integrales health and illness in a balanced and
proportionale tlow. Thus this principle only calls for a reinstation of
order so as to regain a condition of health. Man's direct influencing of
the basic, natural and supernatural powers responsible for maintaining
a harmonious balance of world, universe and nature is not conceivable
in the Igorot way of thinking. It is, however, feasible to exert an
intluence by mediators and petitioners. This can be practised either by
directly invoking the gods, by mediation of the ancestors or by
arranging a reconciliation with t11e local spirits. ln fact, these tluee
entities are those powers capable of influencing, guiding and
controlling the powers of origin.
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even menaces. The spirits' favour can be obtained by offerings. The
mortal will generally communicate their wishes and expectations at
sacrificial feasts in prayers and ritual performances.
However, every serious disease is blamed on the sick person who
disturbed the order or offended somebody from negligence. Healing i. e. a return to a state of health - is not possible until this guilt has
been admitted and compensated and the omnipotent order has been
reinstated. The first obligatory action to introduce the healing
procedure consists in an invitalion of t11e hurt beings and a
reconciliation in the presence of the community. The ill will admit
his guilt and show his preparedness and desire to restore the damaged
order. Afterwards his wish and expectation to be healthy again is
expressed either in actions or recitations of prayers. The community's
task is to control the performance of the prayers and rites as to their
exact actordance with the prescribed rules. This is the only possibility
man has to exert an influence on t11e spirits of the beyond world and
this demonstration, in fact, is the essential part of the "treatment".
During the communication with the supernatural powers it is of
ultimate importance to underline the ill's wish to become healthy
since only they are able to influence the powers ruling over health and
illness.
Thus the ways of influencing t11e basis of a disease are constricted to
and achieved by a demonstration, an admission of guilt as
compensation and finally by a Statement of t11e desired expectations.
The same applies to the sacrificial rites which are performed by a
mambunong. They are successful only if the formal ritual proceedings
are adhered to without fail, which means all prescribed traditional
formalities have been fulfilled and lhe oracle has proven the acceptance
of the offering. For this reason sacrificial rites are of ultimate
importance to the Igorot. However, they do not expect an immediate
reaction right after the sacrificial or healing rite. On the contrary, they
are weil aware of the fact that healing is a prolonged process. For the
moment being all participants are satisfied if the omens indicate t11e
acceptance of the ofterings by the supernatural powers.
The wishes and expeclations linked to lhe sacrificial rites must
therefore be stated very precisely by means of prayers. The following
prayer is chanted if a child is late in using his legs for walking:
"There is (they say) a man whose child is unable to walle.
Then Lumawig says:
'Take stones and make a heap of t11em,

t11en destroy the heap
when you come home, say:
'The lad runs at once,
as he is not unable to walk.'
Then (tl1ey say), the man does it
and his child walks
(nevertheless)". (200 p. 122)
In this prayer the following principle becomes evident:
At first the praying community refers to the initial origin and to the
prayer one of the highest gods of the lgorot, Lumawig, gave to men.
At the time he cured a paralyzed cripple by perfoming an analogical
magic. He gave the order to pile up stones to make a heap and just
like this heap was destroyed by a hand's stroke the cripple's incapacily
to walk was annihilated by a sirnilar stroke.
Prayers of this kind are performed in a rite which is to demonsu-<tle lhe
admission of one's guilt by offerings. Furthermore, it is possible IO
express the result this prayer is to provoke. However, according IO lhe
imagination of the Igorot praying and sacrificing already suffice so
that in these days the "demonstration" of the specific expectalions is
frequently limited to the recitation of prayers.
Yelimirovic (203 p. 111) reports on another analogical healing rite in
the case of measles. A red shawl was laid over the rash caused by lhe
measles. Then the shawl was removed by jerks accompanied with the
chanting of prayers. The analogy here is that the skin disease and the
reddening are to disappear simultaneously just like t11e red shawl is
pulled otf the skin.
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sickness
rcactions

human guilt
cau se

sickness

health

oraclc shows
whcthcr offcring
has bcc n acceptcd
or rcjcctcd

cause
healing rite and offerings
cxpectations made very clcar

Tablc 4 : Dynamics of the coopcrating powers which influcnce health
and s ickncs s.

The mechanisms of magic healing rites
Jllness is the objective and obvious expression of disturbed order. For
this reason the healing procedure is initiated in analogy to the causing
elements of the disease. Just like man is guilty of damaging the
harmonious order and igniting an impulse in the dymamic natural
basis which provokes illness, man attempts to set a new sign when
initiating a certain treatment which is to demonstrate discernment and
admittance of guilt. Simultaneously he is weil aware that human
beings are not able to influence the natural basis directly (table 4).
In fact, the expectation prevails that the dynamic power inherent in the
principle of cosmic order will bring about healing out of the infinite
cycle of balance. Health and illness are imagined as an ever-working
pair of scales used by the natural and supernatural powers to
Outbalance health and illness. The di sorder produced by man is just an
impulse which only needs a second impluse in the right direction to
be compensated. To achieve this aim gods, natural spiril~ and
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ancestors are invoked as supernatural powers and requested to get the
compensation procedure under way. Reg<Jrding health .and illness man
can only be the causing agent, he cannot act dynam1cally. Thus the
ultimate impulsion emanates frorn the gods and ancestors or from the
basis of nature.
Accordingly the magic sacriticial rites of tl1e lgorot observe the
following principles:
.
.
.
1. The sick person and the relatives performmg th~ heahng ntes .
express their acceptance and approval of tl1e cosm1c order as bas1c
principle by uttering statem~nl~ and prayer~.
. .
.
.
2. In many cases they refer to the heahng pnnc1pl:s by t~llmg 111
prayers the reasons (the dynamic powers) du~ to wh1ch healmg t<~k
place in former times. Healing is always ach1eved by son.1~ dynam1c
power which has been ordered by some god or ance~t~r. 1 h1~ ~rocess
is accompanied by chanting of prayers ?f ~ostly di.vme ongm. The
healing methods employed by gods m former t1mes . ~hould be
continued in the future. Nowadays, however, a mere rec1tmg of the
prayers with reference to the original healing ~ethods is s~fficien.t.
This way the gods are given the opportumty to fulfii ~en s
expectations regarding health. In fact, the upper world had transmitted
these prayers to humanity, following tl1eir first healing processes, so
as to enable men to communicate tl1eir expectations and address the
. .
. .
gods as healing mediators.
3. After having declared their wiihngness to make sacnf1ces the
community members will execute tl1e sacrificial rites. What is crucial
in the case of treatment by sacrificial rites is not the material aspect,
i. e. physical success of a "therapy" and immediate c~nvalesc~n~e of
the ill, but rather the precise statement of the expectation. For It IS up
to the gods and spiril~ to initiate healing and present it. Man has no
influence.
All man can do in such a treatment is to exactly state his
expectations. Max Weber (208) introduced the term "zweckrational"
('object rational') to designate actions which are to expose expectations
while actions only representing a certain value are called
"wertrational" ('value rational'). The lauer is the case if the
expectation and tl1e value to be obtained by the action have been
expressed (208 p. 11-16).
The actions performed in the sacrificial and healing rites have a
different character than produclive acting. In modern times acting is
always imagined as produclive acting , i. e. as activity directed to
producing some result and defined by what is produced, the finished
product. Produclive acting is guided by a specific knowledge and the
resulting product is imagined as ideal before its cornpletion. The

means employed are determined by aims and objects and thus also by
the imagined product. In fact, produclive acting is not accomplished
until the desired product is obtained.
In contrast to this, magic acting is inilial acling. Initial acting is
determined by expectations and serves as a leading rein towards
possibilities and objects. 1t is guided by one's power ofjudgement and
accomplished within its originality. Thus, for instance, political
acting or even a game often are initial acting since, due to the multidimensional structure of the activity, new possibilities are coming up

in the course of Ulis aclivity which makes it impossible lO conceive
any final aitn. In fact, especially during agame it may happen that the
parlicipants can only express U1e ir expectations of how actio n should
develop. Magie acting can never be produclive because the acting
person himself does not dispose of the means (origins) to produce the
expected result. Within his expectation he is only capable of iniliating
the healing process but he is unable to create the product by himself.
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Domestic and decorative
possess1ons

Tools and hausehold utensils
Tools
Rice harvest knife gamuhlang
(A 199)

~ rice harvest knife consist~ of a rounded, often beautifully carved
handle, I 2 cm long and 2 cm thick, and a semi-circular blade which is
approx. 10 cm long and 1 cm wide and inserted at right angles into the
centre ?f the handle. The handle is held upright with the blade
~rotrudl~g between the middle and index Finger. The handle can also be
shaped..hke a pregnant woman, which is meant to preserve the fertility
of the fJelds.
Axe gaman
(A 53- 56)
Tradition-li
··
shapes. Whilst most were for
' axes· ha ve many different
~ve~yday use, some were used in battle as head axes. The wooden shaft
IS f1xed to the bhde by m .
. covered
.
.
. '
eans o f a thom and a clamp and 1s
Wlt~ Strips of rattan. Sometirnes iron studs are hammered into the
shaft, which testify to the wealth and heroic deeds of the owner.

Walking-stick pattan
Plate 58 (A 103)
Walking sticks are rnade like spears. Valuable specirnens have their
point~ adorned with one or more little human figures of wood or
brass.

Prestige resting bench hagabi
(A 44), see Plate 11
Toreach the top in Ifugao society the rich man must give a number of
expensive feasts, which culminate in the himmagabi feast, the
celebration during which the prestige bench, the hagabi,is built.
Statement~ about the number of feasts and animal offerings required
vary greatly. Some say several feast<; had to be arranged in order to
attain the new social position. Others clairn only one big feast was
necessary. Sornetirnes pahang feasts had to be given after the hagabi
was built in order to win the benevolence of the spirits and thus
ensure the family's well-being. AllegedJy in many cases half the
harvest had to be sold or they had to work for five or six rnont11s in
order to be able to provide the necessary 20 pigs and 20 carabaos ( 160
p. 209). Thus Gagelonia speaks of the greates t demonstration and
dissipation of wealth among t11e lfugao (86 p. 155).

Spear pahor
(A 57- 63)

The sp.ears of the Igorot often have broad meta! points with sharp
barbs. fhe. shafts are often adorned with strips of rattan. The spears
w.ere used JUSt as often as walking-sticks as for hunting and in battle.
S•nc~ October 194 1 spears have been officially forbidden, even as
walkmg-sticks (7 5 p.43 )(Plate 57).
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Household utensils
Many wooden plates and bowls or wicker baskets are used in the
house. Only a few will be rnentioned here.

Bowls duyo
Plate 15 (A 3, 6, 7),
The general tenn for bowl is choyo or duyo. They are rnade of hard
wood. The rnost eommon shape of bowl with the lfugao is round with
a scalloped outer edge. They oflen have one or two handles.

Spoons pa-o
(A 12 -- 18)
Spoons are rnade frorn the hard wood of the pomelo tree (eitnts
rnaxima) (218 p.21). The Ifugao use spoons frequenlly . Guy says:
"The spoon is an unusual implement. The lfugao are t11e only tribe in
the Philippines that do not eat with their fingers. Even in the poorest
househo1d there are enough wooden spoons for every member of the
family and in rieh families there are a whole range of tllese spoons to
be found." (89).
Spoon handles are often earved wit11 stylized human figures either
sitting or standing. There is often a hook on the figure's head to bang
up the spoon. There are various sizes of spoon and t11e angle between
t11e handle and the bowl of the spoon also varies. Tagaong (A 9, 10)
are ladles and inaeho (A 11) are stirring spatulae.

Baskets and bags
Plates 59 -- 63
Aeob (A 20, 21, 25, 27, 30, 99) are rattan baskeL~ in whieh riee is
kept. There are two different types of basket, one with a reetangular
base and one with a round base. These baskets, for inswnee the
reetangular hoop (A 110), arealso used to earry food to t.he fields ( 111
p.2, 36, 38, 41). Magie figures and fetishes e.g. minahu and hipag
(111 pp.2, 32, 33) were kepl in t11em for eeremonialuse.

57: lgorot with a :ain capc madc of grass (sec A 890 (scction
2.2)), baskcl on hts back (s.ce. A 57 (scction 2.2) and Iancc (sce A
57 (scclton 2.2)). By pcrmtsswn of J. Klippcrs Foundation in thc
Colognc RautcnstrauL:h-Jocst-Muscum: no. 6984.

Kupit (A 92, 93) are small or medium-s ized shoulder bags used for
earrying food and other goods. Men usually keep their pipes and
tobaeeo in t11em ( 111 pp.2, 12). Labba is an open round basket also
used for transportation ( 111 p.2). Palongan (A 29, 97) are round or
reetangular shallow bowls ( 111 pp.2, 34).
Taloo (A 19, 28) is a square or reetangular wieker basket for keeping
food in (111 pp.2, 35). Tampipi is t11e name of different types of
basket used for storing clothes and shawls (111 pp.2, 14 - 16). Tupil
(A 98) arereetangular baskets of different sizes used for earrying f(X)d
tothefields(11lpp.2,30-3 1,45).
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58

59

62

(}()

63
61

58: Thc top of a walking-stick sculpturcd with
anccstral figurcs (A I 03 (scclion 2.2)).
59: Rattan food baskcts. From lcfl to right:

tupil (A 98), acob (A 30, 99, 25 (section 5.2))
60: Rallan food baskcts. From lcfl to right:
taloo (A 19, 28), acob (A 20, 27 (scction 5.2)).
61: Bag, kupil, with falsc boliom in thc middlc
scclion as a sccrcl compartmcnt (A 93 (scclion 2.2)).
62: Rallan knapsacks, pasiking (lcft: A 36 ri lt·
A 34 (scction 2.1)) .
' g1·
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63 : Rallan knapsacks. Lcft: a bangaw (A 33
(scclion 2. 1)) and righl: a hcad huntcr's knapsack,
nyabno tan (A 35 (scclion 6.1 )).

(A 98) are reetangular baskets of different sizes used for c<uTying food
to the fields ( 111 pp.2, 30 - 31, 45).
Pasiking (A 33, 34, 36) is the genentl term for all closed knapsacks
( 111 pp.2, 9). The sangi ( 111 p.2) are open knapsacks and the bangaw
(A 33, 34) u·avel knapsacks with a soft, black fibre cover as protection
from the rain (111 pp.2, 6, 7). The nyabnotan (A 35) is a ceremonial
headhunter's knapsack with a cover made of uncut grass (111 pp.2, 5).

Caskets for offerings punamhan, tangongo
Plates 54 and 45 (A 110, 113- 118)
The caskets for afferings (punamhan, kinahu, tingkib) are carved from
hardwood, narra (pterocarpus indicus) or pomelo wood (citrus maxima)
or made of woven rattan. The plainest among them arereetangu lar or
square, with no ornamentation and consisting of one piece of wood
with a removable Iid (A 115, 118). The more valuab1e caskets are
ornamented wit11lines or representations of animals or human beings .
Many caskets have stylized pigs' heads or carabaos' heads on both
sides (A 114,11 6, 117). The Iids are ornamented with human symbols
or symbols of ancestors, snakes and lizards . Often t11ere are some
small dishes to go witl1 the casket. The Ifugao use the punamhan m

Ceremonial objects

Rice gods bulo1 or bulul Plate
64 (A 101, 102)
ßulul are probably the Igorot's most fanu)Us representations of gods.
The 40 - 75 cm high statuettes made of narra wood (pterocarpus
indicus) depict human figures in crouching or upright positions. Their
heads are often supported by one or both arms, which is the posture
adopted by lfugao priests during prayer. Often t11e sex is indicated.
These figures are put in the rice store-room to ensure a rich harvest.
ßulul protect against diseases, frighten off thieves and prevent the rice
supplies from being used up too quickly.
At ceremonies the bulul are brought out of the store-room and
afferings are presented in littJe caskets to t11e other-worldly powers
which are present in the figures during the prayers. The priest~ appeal
to the rice gods to inhabit the wooden tigures during the ceremony.
Amidst ritual dances and prayers the mambunong, t11e shaman, daub
the figures with the blood of s1aughtered animals, give them rice beer
as a Iibation and take t11em back to the store-room after the
ceremonies, where their function is to prot.e ct t11e rice supplies. In
Ifugao territory the bulul are often given names: t11e male bu1ul is
called punholdayan and the female buyan in punholdayan. Buyan is a
very common woman's name in Ifugao myt11ology. It is very
expensive to make bulul figures and provide a ritual introduction for
them. Therefore only the rich can afford to do so. They have to give
several feasts which require a vast number of pig offerings.

64: Rice gods, bulul (A 101, 102 (scction 3.3)) and a ccrc monial
casket, punamhan, with thc re mains of ol'fcrings (A 11 8 (scctton
3.4)).
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nearly alt their ceremonies. The Iids are removed and turned upside
down and the reetangular caskets placed on top. During ceremonies
the priests put their offerings to gods, spirits or ancestors into the
casket, e.g. areca nul<;, feathers, rice, fennented rice beer grains, birds'
eggs, short pieces of wood, lillle pieces of meat and hone. Even war
fetishes hipag (A 110 with A 111) and figures depicting house gods
are orten kept inside ( 11; 13 p.21 0). The Iid is replaced and the shrine
returned to the rack above the fire place. The contents eventually rot
or else are eaten by insects. By no means every familiy has its own
punamhan. They borrow one from a neighbour when necessary.
Wolz describes his observations at a ceremony where a punamhan
was used for the first time:
"Two or three priests slaughter 6-8 hens and then place the following
objects in the punamhan: an areca nut in every corner, lime and betel
leaves to chew, birds' eggs, pebbles from streams, the "thunderstones" and some heads of rice. This is followed by the nantib
ceremony, during which hen's blood drips into the casket, and some of
the animal's feathers are placed inside. The sacrificed hen is given to
the priest who conducl<; the ceremony. During the next three days he
is on ly allowed to eat meat and rice. After the nantib ceremony further
hens are slaughtered and the signs read from an inspection of the
blood, liver and galt bladder. The purpose of this exercise is to
di scover whether the spirits have accepted the punamhan or whether
another casket has to be made." (218 p.50).
War fetish hipag
Plates 54 and 65 (A 106, 111)
Hipag are savage cannibal war spirits invoked by warriors before they
go into battle. H ipag is also the name of the fetishes through which
these spiril<; are worshipped and which also inspire strength and
endurance. These fetishes are usually wooden figures or they consist of
fragmentsofahuman mandible or of stones from a river (139 p.13).
Sometimes the human hipag figures (A 106) are hardly
distinguishable from the rice gods or rice store-room figures. The only
difference seems to be the size and possibly the shape of the bases on
which the statuettes rest. Those figures in a sitting position normally
have their anns crossed and their hands on their knees. The hipag serve
as protection against all kinds of evil. Some are placed at the sides of
the paths approaching the hou se in order to protect both paths and
house and also to ward off smallpox . Beyer says that they protected
their owners from "all kinds of di seases and other attacks by hostile
spirits" ( 63 p.195).
ln 1929 Barton wrote a description of the hipag based on his own
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observations:
"The hipag arewar fetishes. They are up to 15 cm in height and are
sometimes shaped like a human being, a cock or a boar. Others are
stones tied to a short stick, or fragments of a human mandible, or a
crocodile tooth or an entire skull, or simply a hard stone from a river.
The fetish has irnportant powers. Above alt it is meant to protect its
owner from the monhipag gods, who are conceived of as being a
group of frightening creatures, many of whom have cannibalistic
traits. Through a cock-shaped fetish, the "full-fledged cock" (a
mythological figure), is worshipped. The stone fetish, which is tied to
a stick, has connections witJ1 the gods too, but it also serves as a
magic protection, which diverts the enemy's spears and makes them
fall to the ground. All fetishes are covered with a crust of blood,
sometimes more than 1.5 cm thick." (9 p.813).

65: War fcti sh, hipag
(A I 06 (scction 7)) .

Hipag are also connected with the pili, protective spmts who are
supposed to guard possessions and prevent theft and destruction (139
p.II ). As house gods, the hipag are kept in the house in woven rattan
baskets (A 110).
Bronze gong gansa, khangsa
(A 100, 191)
!he bronze gongs, which come from China, are 30 - 50 cm in
diarneter with edges varying in thickness from 3 to 5 crn. Their
surface has often been forged. The handles are carved wooden figures
depicting human beings or ancestors, while in earlier times the
mandibles of conquered enemies also served this purpose (see plate
34).
Drum Iugag
(A 192)

The conical wooden drurns are sometimes more than one meter high.
They are rnade from one piece of wood and ornamented with strips of
rattan. In earlier times they are supposed to have been beaten before
anct after a headhunt.
War armlet tangka or tagkil
(A 67, 68)

Tangka are only worn as war armlets by the Bontoc Igorot. The
Kankanaey and Ifugao wear them purely as ornaments on their upper
arm. They are rnade of two boar's tusks tied tagether with strips of
rattan. Sometimes four tusks are used. Attached to the tusks are
ancestral figures praying in a squatting or upright position. These are
o~ten ornamented with an enemy's or ancestor's hair or with hens' or
bi_rds' feathers. Sometimes a bit of an enemy's bone was used instead
ot a Wooden figure (see Plate 31 ).

~earth posts with figures of the hearth gods hogohog ·

late 13 (A 50, 51)
The gods of the hearth fire, hogohog, are frequently represented on one
~r both of the wooden hearth posts supporting the rack above the
r~replace,suklot, on which the firewood is kept. Carved wooden posts
tke this are very rare. Only the richest in the village could afford
them. They have an irregular dark-brown or black patina depending on
What kind of wood was used (88 p.88).
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Jewellery
Old beads ong-ong, way-way, kulkul
(A 200 -- 211 ),see Plate 66
Kulkul is the term used for bead jewellery consisting of several .
strands. 1t is usually worn as head ornamentation. Way-way and
ongong, on the other hand, are necklaces made of one or two strands.
From pre-historic times until the Spanish era the Igorot's ritual and
d ecorat~ve old beads, which bad been handed down from generation to
generat1o~ , were n~t only trading objects and status symbols, they
often fulfllled funcuons at healing ceremonies, for they were said to
possess magical powers. They came from China, Centtal Asia, India
and Europe.
Eve~ the Egyptian Pharaos are said to have worn beads with "eye"
mot1fs to ward off evil spirits. In Roman times traders wore red coral
jewellery to protect thern frorn being attacked. It has always been the
case a~ong the Igorot and in Mountain Province as a whole that
possess1on of the beads is not simply a sign of inherited wealth. They
also play an important roJe in rituals and cerernonies, as trading
c~rrency, and last but not least in medicine in preventing and treating
d1sease.
Before battle an old "rnedicine wo man" places a string of beads beside
the ;-'arriors' shields to invoke the protection of the spirits. At
marnage ceremonies the bridegroorn has to give his bride a string of
beads before the wedding rneal to protect her from disease. She is not
allowed
· store-room until he has given her a second
.
. to open h'IS nce
stnng of beads, otherwise she will be punished with blindness by the
local splfl
· 't!s. Moreover, she cannot take food out of the pots or water
out of l11~ Containers until she has been given still more beads (120).
The Kahnga
·
. attr'b
I u te magical
and healing powers to sorne of their
beads· • parucula r1Y corne I'1ans. Thus they are even used by traditional
healers: As early as 1595 the Spanish conquerors had this to say about
t~e natives: "They wear rnagic beads on their wrisl<; which they were
given by sorceresses with the threat that they would die if they ever
took. them
. off"
· (25 vo 1· XXX p. 288). Even today beads are placed
bes1de Siek people and prayers said over them. Beads are also said to
dev~Iop proteelive powers. Thus they are given to children in
parucular. The colour blue is of great importance here as it is
supposed to have ~ proteelive function (Piate 23).
When and how d1d these mountain tribes, who Iead such an isolated
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existence in every other respect, come into possessinn of these
valuable beads and where do the beads come from? From some of the
myths and legends surrounding their emergence we suspect how old
l11ey must be. However, on the basis of chemical analyses of their
glass composition, it is poss ible to draw conclusions about their age
and their countries of origin ( 120).
The Philippines carried on a flourishing pottery trade with China
particularly in the 12111 century A.D. lt also incorporated trade in glass
beads and precious stones. But l11e majority of the beads brought into
l11e country by Chinese traders probably came from the Middle East
and Europe. Glass beads and weslern good<> were bartered for silk.
Excavations in Asia and Africa revealed l11at beads were l11e main
currency in early trading activities. In the course of European
expansion in the 15th and I 6th century A.D. glass beads also became
very widespread arnongst the peoples inhabiting l11e periphery of Asia,
where they were prized above all other forms of trading currency.
Therefore it is not surprising that Magellan carried beads with hirn for
trading purposes on bis first voyage round the world. However,
owing to their early cultural contacl<>, the Filipinos possessed beads
even before the arrival of the Spanish.

Trade and trading value
Even today glass beads and precious stones are prized currency with
the Igorot rnountain tribes. Particularly among the Kalinga and
Gaddang (norl11ern Luzon) strings of beads that have been in the
farnily for generations have fetched high prices. Thus arnong the
Kalinga, for instance, one single agate bead of a special type, called
adungan, was sold for two carabaos. They distinguish between
approximately 100 kind<; of glass,stone and meta! beads, which they
give special names . Heirloorns such as beads or old Chinese jars have
their own genealogies. In earlier times they were a gauge of the
owner's wealt11 and status(l20).
The value of individual beads ranged from carabaos to hens, to sheaves
of rice or less valuable commoclities. A cornelian, a jasper, a Venetian
"chevron", so called because of the zig-zag pattern, a bead with dark
blue stripes ancl a white centre or a glass bead with a gold inlay were
all worth one pig. Beads with brown stripes were only worth one
srnall pig. Whereas the small Veneti<m "chevrons" fetched two cocks
and the yellow beads that Iook like fish eggs as much as three fat

hens, small red beads with white centres were only worth two hens
and pink beads only one hen. Other little transparent beads were sold
for sheaves of rice.

The use of certain beads
Yanoverbergh writes about the use of beads to eure and prevent disease
among the Isneg. Beads were used along with other object~ as a
panacea: lumpag, long black and white beads, were hung below the
bed of a patient who was eritieally ill; yellow beads and white beads
were strung together and used to eure sick babies ( 188 p.290). The
dark Prussian blue beads were used as proteetion against evil spirits
and as a means of exorcizing them. The light blue beads, on the other
hand, merely had a proteelive funetion. The small red beads with
white centres were used at shamanistie eeremonies. They also served
as ceremonial .presents, as trading objects and as jewellery.
Only sueeessful headhunters were entitled to wear tl1e big yellow beads
(A 202). The small yellow ones (A 205 - 207), on the other hand,
were worn as ornamentation at eelebrations or were used for bartering.

Age and origin of beads
(see Plate 66)
Jasper (A 210):
e. 15th eentury, Centrat Asia
Glass bead witl1 brown stripes (A 205):
e. 15th eentury, Middle East
Yellow beads shaped like tish-eggs (A 205):
e. 15th eentury, Middle East
Large yellow bead (A 202):
e. 17th eentury, Southern Asia
66: Young Kalinga woman in ccrcmonial drcss. Kulkul, a slring of
bcads with scvcral strands (sec A 200), is a popular hcad ornamcnt.
Dangling earrings of mothcr-of-pearl (sec A 400 - 403 (scction
8.1 )) . Thc nccklaces contain many Vcnclian "Chevron" bcads wilh a
zigzag pattcrn .

Small yellow bead (A 205,206,207):
e. 17th -- 18th eentury, Europe, Middle East
Dark Prussian blue bead (A 202,204,209):
e. 17111 eentury, Northern China
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Red bead with dark-blue stripes and white centre (A 203):
c. 16th century, Venice
Light-blue bead (A 204,211 ):
c. 17th century , Southern Asia
Large red bead with white centre (A202,203):
c. 16th-- 17th century, Venice
Small red bead with white centre (A 208):
c. 16ül -- 17th century, Venice
Cornelian (A 201 , 202, 208):
c. 17th century, Souü1ern China
Glass beads with gold inlay (A 203):
c. 17th century, Amsterdam
Venetian "chevron" with zigzag pattern (A 203,206,209,21 1):
c. 17th century, Venice
Pink glass bead (A 206):
c. 18th century, Asia

/

Srnall pink and amber beads (A 210):
c. 18th century, Europe
Round transparent glass beads (A 207):
c. 17th century, Southem Asia
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